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News From
New York... Once this city was Mecca for artists. It
was as natural as could be for a young Bob Dylan and a host of guitar-totin'
kindred spirits to gravitate here, tust as their predecess<?rs had for a hundred
or more years before. Poets, painters, smoky cabaret singers... the city may
n!)t have always welcomed them with open arms, but it seemed to shrug its
big shoulders and make room for them somewhere. The guy across the
airshaft blowing sax scales at 5 a.m., the girl down the hall who was always
runni!'g off to auditions... it kept the air charged with excitement, made you
feel like you were part of some real culture, even if you were only some
schmuck who worked in a warehouse.
But culture in New York today has become the property of folks
.
like ponald Trump and Ed Koch. '.Jhe city is beginning to resemble a
medieva! fiefdom, and even the most innocuous aspects of self-expression
are coming under the purview of the aggressively ignorant hierarchy of
speculators and manipulators who have annointed themselves as the new
nobility.
In the i:ni�le ag�s, artists w�re tolerated only if what they created
.
reinforced the existing social order, which was completely dominated by the
church, working in tandem with the aristocrats and petty tyrants who
represented what there was of a secular establishment In modern New
York City, the Sanitation Department, of all people, has taken on the role of
art police.
Bob Z is a poet, musician, and promoter of what in the 1960s
.
might have been called underground "happenings.• For the past couple of
years he has put on events in basements, storefronts, even people's
apartments. He charges in the neighborhod of $3 at the door and profits
if any, go to the artists. Advertising is limited to homemade xe'roxed flyers
posted around town.
The Sanitation Department now has a special detail assigned to
b:? � down anyone posting handbills on public property (although their
vigilance hasn't yet extended to those who plaster the city with enormous
posters for �20 a head Madi�n �quar� Garden-type events). Bob z was
one of the first to get caught In this ludicrous crackdown and his fines for
alleged!� posting �4 flyers no'."' total $22,000, a figure which considerably
dwarfs �1s an�u_al income. Smee the"!, �umerous other independent and
alter"!8t1ve artistic outlets have gotten similar treatment; many are in danger
of being forced out of business.
The message to_ arf!sts: do �omething that's commercial enough
so you can afford to advertise in the Times and on TV. Otheiwise, try some
other town. If you want to contact Bob Z for more information on this travesty
or to volunteer_your help (legal costs are enormous), write to STOP-GAO
(Stop Prosecuting Grass-Roots Organizers), 125 E. 23 St. #300' New York
'
NY 10010.
Washington... Judging from the headlines and the nightly
n�twork news: there must be no mo!"8. pressing concern weighing on the
!'"Inds of Amencans t�y than the •crisis" posed by the continued presence
In power of Panamanian strongman Manuel Antonio Noriega.
If it is a crisis, it is an entirely manufactured one. None of the
.
fevensh accounts of Noriega's supposedly imminent downfall have offered
a plausible exJ>!anation of why it is so imperative that he, out of all the thugs,
gan'1sters, bulhes �nd murde:ers wi�h who� the United States government
routinely does business, be 1mmed1ately driven from office.
In South Korea, Israel, South Africa, and much of Central and
��h Afl:lerica,. US �nomic a�or military aid continues to prop up
VICIOUS, dictatonal regimes whose cnmes dwarf those of a nickel-and-dime
middleman in the international drug trade. If every cocaine exporter in high
places south of the border were to be put out of business the result would
be eco!1omic chaos i� North as well _as South America. E�n as the clamps
are bemg put to Noriega: the cocaine flow continues unabated by way of
hun�eds �f other �mall-tlf!!e cr<;>oks and CIA operatives just like him. Half
the inner City housing proJ9cts In the USA have their own mini-Noriegas
What's the big deal?
'.Jhe big deal is, .of course, what Noriega knows and what he might
tell about It The campaign bemg orchestrated against him has one real
g�I, and t�at is to discr�i� any _inc�minating evidence he's prepared to
dehver against our own criminals m high places, most notably one aspiring
to be the next president of the United States.
Geo,:ge Bush is Noriega's former boss and partner in crime.
.
Nonega has said as much, and there's no shortage of evidence to corrobo
rate that charge. For Bush to maintain that he was unaware of Noriega's
dual activities as dope dealer and CIA agent when he, Bush, was respon
sible for signing Noriega's paycheck, is as preposterous as Ronald

All Over
Reagan's claims of being oblivious to what was goin� on in the
basement of the White House during his term of office.
San Francisco's Hearst-run Examinergets the award for the most
ludicrous coverage yet of this particular Central American debacle specifi
cally a f_ront-pa1;1e headline claiming that the collapse of talks �imed at
persuading Noriega to leave Panama is "threatening to ruin Reagan's
image.• In order to do any further damage to his image at this point, Reagan
'-_VOUI� have to_ appear _on national TV clad in Frederick's of Hollywood
llngene embroidered with lavender swastikas while Nancy thrashed him
about the buttocks with a riding crop.
Moscow... Oh �o be in Russia, now that springtime's here...
.
That s not the way the sentiment is usually uttered but reports emanating
from this once-cloistered capital suggest that the USSR is embarking on its
own version of th� Pr�gue SprinQ of 1968.
A comb1nat1on of Russian paranoia and US propaganda makes
. ..
it d1f1cult to get a handle on exactly what is going on behind the slowly lifting
Iron Curtain. What seems clear is that most of the stereotypes we've been
taught to apply to Soviet SOC?iety are quickly becoming outdated.
Street demonstrations and other forms of political protest are no
longer unheard of in Moscow, and young Russians appear to be joining in
a cultural upheaval that echoes the one experienced by America in the
1960s. It's hard to say whether these ground-level changes are the cause
or effect of glasnost and perestroika, the official policies of openness and
political restructuring introduced by party leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
Gor�chev has established himself as the pivotal figure in global
.
cs �t a time when the western nations are undergoing a severe
hip vacuum. The sorry collapse of the Reagan presidency is
evidenced by public opinion polls showing Gorbachev to be more popular
th8!' Reagan .In much of western Europe and gaining on him even in the
United States.
Reag� sti(I attempts to publicly lecture Gorbachev about the
state of human rights 1n the USSR, but after eight years spent undermining
hum8!' rights in countries around the world and In the USA itself the
American president has little or no credibility in the international community
lro,:iically, if th� policies of Gorbachev and Reagan were taken to thei;
logical conclus1ons, the day could come when people around the world
could look not to the USA but to the USSR as the land of freedom and
opportunity.
. Washi�gton••• Is it a nosedive or a tailspin? Those are two of the
word� bemg applled to the state of George Bush's campaign. For Bush the
race Is n?W .not so much between him and Dukakis, but between election
day and 1nd1ctment day.
Bush's uncanny resemblance to the perennial loser Cliff Barnes
O!l the soap opera Dallas seems to be holding true. The man has hardly a
single redeeming feature; even his much-vaunted loyalty to Ronald Reagan
can be mor.e accurately described as fear, and his quick casting to the
�ol\'.es of his former drug dealing associate General Noriega should not
inspire a great deal of confidence in his underlings.
Barring a blunder of epic proportions on Dukakis' part Bush looks
poised to lead the Republican party to a richly deserved disaster come
November, and may follow that up with a term in the slammer for his
c?C8!ne-and-contra crimes. �ooking ahead to that likelihood, Republican
�1gw1gs may already be preparing to pull some strings to see that Bush's role
In the scandal gets uncovered before the August convention, giving them
the opportunity to hand the nomination instead to someone like the
mendacious White House chief of staff Howard Baker.
.
. Moz�mb!que... When defending South Africa's apartheid policies, �h1te racists like �nat�r Jesse Helms like to point to the generally
chaotic and unhappy situation of many of the black-run countries of
southern Africa. This war-tom nation on South Africa's northeast border is
on� example; the economy is in ruins, whole sections of the country are
uninhabitable, and as many as a million people have been made homeless.
Those who are quick to cite examples like Mozambique as proof
that black �fricans a�e not ready for self-government neglect to mention that
most of this country s troubles stem to a mercenary guerrilla force called
RENAMO, whose methods make Nicaragua's contras look like the Red
Cross, and that RENAMO is almost entirely a creation of South Africa with
the possible complicity of the US State Department
.
RE_NAMO tactics, which routinely include notonly the destruction
of villages, livestock and transportation facilities, but also the torture,
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..,
disembowellinQ, or burning alive of children while their parents are forced
to watch, are aimed at making it impossible for the left-wing government of
Mozambique to function in its own country or to give further aid to anti
apartheid rebels in South Africa. The American State Department, which
has been remarkably silent for years on the subject, is now trying to distance
itself from responsibility by issuing a critical human rights report, one that
doesn't quite ring true coming from an agency that is financing similar,
though perhaps less brutal, movements in several other countries.
Afghanistan... It took the United States twelve S,ears and 55,000
deaths before it realized that Vietnam was a lost cause. lt took the Soviet
Union only half the time and a quarter of the deaths to learn the same lesson
in Afghanistan.
Russian troops began withdrawing last month, and it seems only
a matter of time before the pro-Soviet government they were trying to
maintain will fall to the CIA-backed mujahedeen rebels. The Soviet Union
had tried to negotiate a withdrawal in which both it and the United States
would cease funneling aid to the opposing factions, but the US, perhaps
hungry for an election year "victory over communism,• instead stepped up
aid to the rebels, who are now being openly supplied from CIA camps in
neighboring Pakistan.
In its haste to make war on the Russians, the US has glossed over
the fact that the rebels it supports are Islamic fundamentalists, closely linked
to the fanatics now holding power in Iran. The new Afghan government will
probably be a close ally of Iran, and will lend further strength to the
aggressive pan-Islamic movement which threatens to drag much of the
Middle East back into the Middle Ages.
Los Angeles... Over a hundred years ago this city had an
effective mass transit system based on light rail streetcars. The twentieth
century saw the steady dismantling of that system, mostly at the behest of

Is BUI Bailey a communist??? As you may have read in this space
in WOKOUI' #30, local entrepeneur, would-be politico, and all-aroW1d
man-about-town Bill Bailey has been showing a decided lack of commu
nity spirit by refusing to sell parts to a fellow Laytonville merchant. Said
merchant, who is widely recognized as an honest, reputable, and highly
competent tradesman, thus has to make several otherwise unnecesary trips
to Willits every week.
Bailey's attitude flies in the face of the cooperation practiced by
most Laytonville merchants as they try to persuade area residents that it's
not necessary to go over the hill to Willits or Ukiah, that you can get most
everything you need right here in downtown Laytonville. One Laytonville
businessman shook his head on hearing the news, and wondered aloud, "Is
Bill Bailey afraid of some good old-fashioned American competition?
What is he, some kind of communist?"
Jesse Jackson blew into Mendocino May 14, a couple of months
late to do his flagging campaign much good, but still managed to rouse the
faithful with the most intelligent and far-reaching statement on the environ
ment ever delivered by a major party i:andidate for president.
The crowd was les.s than half the size of the one that waited in the
cold and fog for him on March 4 while being repeatedly assured that the
candidate would be there as soon as his plane was able to land (apparently
this was not completely true; sources at the airport report that not only did
Jackson's plane never attempt a landing, but that the weather did not
prevent other planes from landing and taking off all day. h's thought by
some that Jesse never left Oakland, a bad move considering that with
emotions still TW1ning high from February's oil hearings, the north coast
was ready to embrace any candidate willing to show up and denounce the
Reagan-backed offshore drilling atrocity).
The atmosphere was a bit less electric, too, now that Jackson no
longer seems to have a serious chance at the nomination. Or perhaps that

oil and automobile interests, who actively bought up transit facilities for the
purpose of destroying them and making the streets safe for the private auto.
Now approaching gridlock, and with public health severely en
dangered by air pollution, Los Angeles has finally taken steps to rebuild a
light rail system from scratch. The modem version will be neither as fast,
as efficient, nor as cheap as the 19th century one, but it's at least a start.
Habits die hard, though, and many public officials and industry
types are claiming that mass transit will never work in cities like LA, and that
what is needed is still more highways. Governor George Deukmejian, the
quintessential southern Californian, is in fact trying to get a voter initiative
(Prop. 72) passed that would put several billion more dollars into new free
construction, much of it at the expense of less essential things like schools.
Addis Ababa ••• The use of the third world as a dumping ground
for toxic wastes generated by the industrialized nations continues to grow,
a conference of African states was told. Recently the country of Guinea
contracted to allow15,000 tons of what was supposed to be ash to be
deposited on one of its islands. The material turned out to be highly toxic
chemicals, and most plant and animal life on the island has already been
destroyed. The temptation is great for cash-poor countries to cut corners
in dealing with industrial dumpers, and thus the problem is not expected to
go away any time soon. The African states decided to ban the disposal of
nuclear waste on the continent, but could not agree on a proposal to regulate
conventional waste.
Also in Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian government refused to allow
European inspectors to accompany emergency food shipments destined
for the drought-stricken northern provinces which have also been the scene
of a long-running civil war against US-backed Eritrean rebels. Both sides
in the war have used food as a weapon; last year the Eritreans blew up a
train containing 45 tons of food destined for an area where up to a million
people are threatened with starvation.

Jesse Jackson in Mendocino

Photo: R.D. Deines
Courtesy of New Settler Interview

was because of the early hour, somewhere around 10:30 a.m., when many
Mendocinians haven't even made it through their first cappuccino. Let's
hope that when the revolution comes they have the decency to start it well
after noon or it's a lost cause in these parts.
Most ofwhat Jackson said was right on themoney, and quite Wllike
what you'll hear from standard-issue politicians. He did, however, make
passing reference to his ridiculous drug program, which would militarize
our borders and pour still more money down the rathole of drug "enforce
ment" (in reality a price support program for dope dealers), including,
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preswnably, Mendoland's favorite storm troopers, the Campaign Against
Marijuana Planting. At the press briefing afterward, I tried to ask Mr.
Jackson if he really thought such Prohibition-era tactics would produce
anything other than a new generation of Al Capones, but the reporter's
profession is not for the faint of heart or gentle of spirit, I learned, as I was
elbowed to the rear by the passive-aggressive New Age journalists deter
mined to hear the candidate repeat personally to them what he had just told
the crowd in his speech. Overall, an interesting couple of homs, though I
did miss my morning capuccino.
Da1TylCherney has given up his campaign to become the north
coast's first singing congressman and thrown his support to Lionel Gam
bill, under the theory that Gambill has the best chance of unseating the
blow-<lried yuppie incwnbent Doug Bosco (busy right now trying to ram
through a bill that would allow his favorite consituents, initials ofL-P and
G-P, unchecked access to the timber damaged in last smnmer's fires,
despite environmentalist warnings that it would result in severe soil erosion
and possibly irreparable damage to already endangered forest lands). So
we 're all supposed to unite behind Lionel, which, on Darryl's advice, I will
dutifully do (but can he play guitar?).
Congressman Cherney, meanwhile, hasn't let his campaigning
interfere with his first order of business, running the Maxxam clearcut
operation clear out of the north state. The Texas-by-way-of-Wall-Street
gaggle of three-piece carpetbaggers seems to have walked blindside into a
buzzsaw when they hauled their junk bond-financed rape and ruin levia
than into the Hwnboldt redwoods. Bmdened by an astronomical debt load
incurred in the pellmell expansion of its corporate empire, Maxxam should
consider itself lucky to escape from California by any means other than
bankruptcy court.
Environmentalists and Earth Flrst!ers, with Congressman
Cherney leading the charge, have mounted a multi-pronged attack against
the mow-'em-down conglomerate, including a media barrage that has
succeeded in blackening the Maxxam name even in such establishment
organs as the Wall Street Journal. The publicity has now prompted a
Congressional investigation into Maxxam's attempted liquidation of
California's last significant privately held stand of old growth redwoods to
pay for its hostile takeover of the family-run (and conservation-minded)
Pacific Lwnber Company.
At the same time, comts and the state forestry administration were
overwhelmed with appeals of Maxxam's timber "harvest" plans.
Maxxam's disregard for environmental consequences has been so flagrant
that evenCDF director Jerry Partain, a Deukmejian appointee and industry
flack who previously had never met a logging plan he didn't like, was
forced to reject two of Maxxam's more offensive THPs. Maxxam,
currently appealing, will be in serious financial difficulty if it is not
successful in keeping to its schedule of full-speed-ahead butchery.
To add to their woes, the state legislature is considering a bill that
would limit old growth logging to 50% of a given stand and allow re-entry
only after 50 years. Local assemblyman Dan Hauser (aka Doug Bosco, Jr.)
helped torpedo that bill last time it came up, but may not be able to do it
again. If it passes, the day may not be far off when we can all join in a
rousing chorus of "Bye-bye Maxxam."
The brains behind Maxxam, a bespectacled scam artist namedof
Charles Hurwitz, may have bought himself a little time with his purchase
of the giant Oakland-based KaiserTech (formerly Kaiser Alwninum) for
872 million dollars. Those of you not sufficiently schooled in the world of
high finance (for instance, those of you who have never witnessed a game
of three-card mohte), may find it difficult to understand how Hmwitz could
buy the much smaller Pacific Lumber Company with entirely borrowed
money, run it into the ground, be dangerously close to bankruptcy, and then
tum around and borrow close to a billion dollars to buy another company.
Hurwitz will probably end up in jail like his buddy Ivan Boesky;
the important question is whether that will happen soon enough to prevent
him from completely destroying what was one of the north state's best and
most responsible logging companies. Wall Street types who have some
understanding of Hurwitz• s machinations figure he's headed for a big fall
and is only temporarily staving it off by weaving a web of dealings so
complex that it challenges anyone to unravel it. "He's a moving target,"
says one analyst. A Standard & Poor's analyst, who in March lowered the
rating on Maxxam and Pacific Lumber bonds, said that Hurwitz's new
purchase will increase the risk of Maxxam' s defaulting, but "it's already so

high that it won't matter that much."
Late Flash!!! Hauser has just helped put together a compromise
deal that, while it lessens the amount of clearcutting Maxxam will be
permitted, will allow it to continue milking PacificLumber holdings to pay
off its takeover debt. Hauser has consistently gone out of his way to cater
to Maxxam's interests, while the interests of his constituents on the north
coast would be best served by Maxxam 's speedy demise.
State Senator Barry Keene calls the deal "window dressing and a
diversionary tactic." Woody Murphy, whose family controlled Pacific
Lumber until it was taken over, didn't have much faith that Maxxam was
going to change its ways either. "If the wolf tells you that he no longer
wants to eat chickens, who are you going to believe?" was his comment.
Laytonvllle and Fort Bragg are pretty far removed from each
other in distance, climate, and culture (it• s rumored that folks in Fort Bragg
actually have things like lawns and jobs). One thing the two farflung
outposts of ihe Redwood Empire share is their county supervisor. The seat
becomes vacant this year with the retirement of its long-time occupant, a
genial old sourpuss by the name of JohnCimolino. Cimolino is much loved
by old ladies who want the potholes in their road fixed and by loggers who
regard any tree not in the process of being converted into a 2x4 as a threat
to their masculinity. There has probably not been a single screwball far
right wing proposal brought before the screwball far right wing Board of
Supervisors that hasn't met with his wholehearted approval.
Cimolino's legacy of unmitigated lunacy would be a tough act to
�ollow in most locales, but this is Mendoland, and the bozos have been
jumping out of the woodwork. I think I lost count of the actual number of
candidates about the time Laytonville's capo di tutti capi Bill Bailey
shoved his boy "Skip" Newell into the ring. Let's see, there's a semi
hysterical twit by the name of Joanne Jury, who while she lacks the ax
wielding elan of, say, a Marilyn Butcher or a Jeane Kirkpatrick, clearly
considers herself linked with them in a divinely ordained crusade to search
out and destroy all forms of intelligent life.
Then there's Jack Auvedo, a garden variety real estate thug who
finds himself deeply disturbed at the critical shortage of pavement and
condos on the coastal headlands. And Rich Shipley ... I don't know what
he's on about; I'm not sure he does, either. I'm sme I'm forgetting
someone, probably someone who deeply deserves to be forgotten, but
anyway...
Two human beings have also unaccountably wandered into the
race, and of course may end up splitting enough votes between them to
award the election to one of the cro-mag candidates. Don Nelson is a
woodworkers• union official who should be an environmentalist's dream:
a logger who actually doesn't want to cut all the trees down yesterday.
Nelson is real strong on eco-issues, although he has raised sorne eyebrows
with his defense of the practice of limited clearcuning, claiming that it's
safer and more efficient.
Liz Henry, a Fort Bragg social worker, has a similarly strong
environmental platform, much of it written for her by the Laytonville
Greens, who have thrown themselves wholeheartedly into her campaign.
Henry's strategy, in fact, seems to be heavily focused on Laytonville and
the inland areas, a departme from the conventional wisdom that Fourth
District elections are won or lost on the coast. If theLaytonville Greens can
coax enough hippies out ofthe hills and into the voting booths, it just might
work. Liz' strength in the Laytonville area was dealt a blow, however,
when the candidate from Bailey's Logging Supply jumped in; a lot of local
good old boys and girls will feel obligated to vote forNewell. There's talk,
in fact, that Bill Bailey's main reason for running Newell was the fact that
Liz Henry's local campaign manager was none other than Bill's arch
nemesis, Joe Knight.
Either Henry or Nelson would be an immeasurable improvement
over the reactionary and corruptCimolino, and it's to be hoped that one or
both of them makes into the almost-inevitableNovember runoff. Actually,
the prospect of the two liberals running against each other is especially
delightful, not only because we would be assured of getting. a better
supervisor than we have now, but because the new age and mellowness
crowd, whohave split right down the middle over Henry and Nelson, would
be ripping each other's throats out over which candidate was the most
caring and compassionate. Who will I vote for? Ha! That's such a big
secret that I don't know myself.
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Also on the ballot: a couple of referenda (all right, referendums;
sounds stupid either way). One, Measure B, is an easy pick. It attempts to
put some controls on the currently out of control clearcutting of what's left
of Mendocino forest lands. It's not nearly strong enough (local ownership
and control of Louisiana and Georgia Pacific is a little closer to what we
need), but it's a start. The aforementioned corporations have poured big
bucks into the No On B campaign, claiming that it will wipe out jobs.
Whether the workers will buy such a dubious proposition is another matter;
it doesn't take a whole lot of smarts to figure that without trees there won't
be any jobs at all.
Measure A, which would raise the sales tax locally to fund the
. county library system, is a tough one. The idea of closing or even cutting
back on libraries to provide more money for the multifarious fonns of
corruption engaged in by county government is obscene. On the other
hand, by providing a new form of revenue for libraries, we 're saying to the
bureaucrats, "Sure, go ahead and keep on wasting our property taxes on
CAMP and COMMET and red-tagging houses and lining the pockets of
shysters like Dennis Denny and Jim Spence."
Also, the sales tax is a regressive tax that falls most heavily on the
poor. A better idea? How about taxing all unmilled logs exported out of
the county? Oh, the hell with it. How about nationalizing Louisiana Pacific
and keeping the profits generated by our county's resources here where
they belong. Why some geek on the other side of the country should be able
to get rich raping our land while we can't even afford to provide books for
our children to read is beyond me. We're headed straight back into the Dark
Ages. Fine. If you think we're not paying enough in
taxes and you really believe that the county will actually
use the money for any constructive purpose, vote for
Measure A. It'll probably keep the libraries open a
couple years longer.
It must have been something like this in the last
days of the Roman Empire, when all the money and
energy that wasn't going to keep the barbarians at bay
flowed back to the capital to keep the orgies and feasting
going. Who needs to read, anyway? Books are obsolete,
and so is civilization.
Yes, the rumors are true, so don't mess with
me: I'm the one who gave Bruce Anderson boxing
lessons. Battlin' Bruce, as nearly everyone has by now
heard, decked County Schools Chief Jim Spence at a
MCOE meeting after Spence referred to him as "a third
rate McCarthyite." "I'm at least a first-rate Mc
Carthyite." the Boonville publisher insisted. Anderson,
who may be charged with assault, is already in court with
his lawsuit against the Ukiah Daily Journal for
cancelling its contract to print the.Advertiser. Anderson, who expects to
easily win the suit, will probably take over ownership of the Journal, now
widely renowned as the worst daily paper west of the Appalachians, and
either run it himself or tum it over to the journalism department of Ukiah
High School. In either case, the Journal's quality can be expected to
improve immensely.

Surprised that government cutbacks will be depriving Layton
ville of its only doctor? You shouldn't be. The medical system in this
country is cold-blooded extortion, nothing more. Your money or your life.
If you can't afford to drive to Willits or Ukiah to see a doctor, the hell with
you. Society's got a surplus of peasants at the moment.
Meanwhile in San Francisco there are high rises packed to the
rafters with M.D.s making well in excess of 100 grand a year and who have
never laid their hands on a sick person, but instead spend their days
rearranging and tj.ghtening the sagging faces of the idle rich. Want to know
the best part of the joke? Your taxes helped put these guys through medical
school.
It's springtime in Mendocino, but already it looks like midsum
mer after our second straight year of near-drought. You think this is bad,
wait till they finish cutting down the trees. Much of the Sahara was covered
with forests once, too. Trees create rain just as much as rain creates trees.
Not too many wildflowers this year, and barely enough new grass to turn
the hills green. Be real careful with fire, don't waste water, and let's let's
hope for a long and rainy winter next year.

Walking around the streets of San Francisco, you could get the
impression that this is a city that takes itself pretty seriously. Not because
of its people, on many of whom clown suits would be an afterthought, but
because of its architecture. The characteristic SF house is called a Victo
rian, but its Doric arches, its Ionic volutes, its Romanesque vaults and ba
roque curlicues speak of imperial pretensions that transcend ages and cul
tures.
But like so much of California, it's an elaborate stage set. Great
cities of the past carved themselves out of stone, and parts of them still stand
as monuments to elaborate folly and the occasionally realized dream. San
Francisco is unlikely to leave much in the way of stately ruins; built mostly
of wood and sitting squarely astride an earthquake fault, it's as impermanent
as the forests, rivers, and grass lands it replaced.
That may account for, or maybe
it's merely a reflection of the civic schizo
phrenia that seems to afflict so many San
Franciscans. On on hand they exude a
sort of self-importance that seems out of
all proportion to the city's importance in
the broader scale of things; at the same
time, there's a frivolous, it's-all-a-joke air
that visitors from more staid parts of the
world (almost anywhere else in the
United States, for example) pick up on
immediately. The zany nature of its in
habitants has probably become almost
as much a tourist attraction as San
Francisco's scenic beauty.
Right now the city is at a turning
point The legacy of the Feinstein years
has been one of unbridled commerciali•
zation and the suppression of all that was
not plain and functional. That this was an
esthetic disaster was obvious all along;
now we are discovering that it was an
economic disaster as well.
All the bulldozing of perfectly good housing and neighborhood
shops to make room for sterile office towers was justified on the grounds that
it would provide jobs and stimulate the economy. Instead we find city
government bankrupt, forced to provide services for an army of commuters
who clog our streets and fouf'our air with their automobiles by day, and then
at night return to their suburban enclaves leaving us with a deserted
wasteland of a downtown.
For this we have to close our libraries, shut down fire stations, cut
back our already almost useless Muni service (and to add insult to injury,
raise fares)? We were foolish enough to let Feinstein do this to our city, but
there's no reason we should have to continue to pay for it. It's time those
who have taken over our downtown and essentially rendered it useless for
any purpose other than making money for themselves and their corporate
employers start paying for the demands they make on city servlces. An
income tax on non-residents who work in the city would go a long way
toward balancing the current budget.
Mayor Art and other city bigshots could also set a good example by
giving up their chauffeurs and taking the Muni like normal people. And it
sure would help convince others of the importance of cutting expenses if
they'd take a voluntary pay cut. $85,000 a year? I happen to know a few
people who manage to muddle through life in the big city on considerably
less than that. In the same way that the public has voluntarily conserved
water in drought years, a lot of people would be willing to make sacrifices
to help the city gets its finances straightened out if they thought it was a
genuine enough crisis.
Speaking of water conservation, the SF Water Department is
definitely in the running for the Stupid Bureaucracy of the Year Award. In
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fact, I may go ahead and hand it to them six months ear1ier by default,
because it's hard to imagine anyone coming up with a dumber idea than
their plan for reducing water consumption. Instead of something logical like
saying all right, everyone gets to use 75 gallons a day (at that rate we'd have
no problem at all), they're cutting everybody's allotment by 10%. So if you
were a good citizen last year and only used 75 gallons, this year you get 68.
If you're one of those morons who lets the hose run into the gutter for two
hours while you wax your car and maybe squander 400 gallons a day ... well,
under this so-called rationing plan, you only get to waste 360 gallons a day
this year. Tough, huh? And fair.
The raising of Golden Gate Bridge tolls to help pay for mass transit
makes sense except for two reasons: 1) it will result in still longer lines of
commuters waiting to pay, meaning more wasted energy and more air
pollution and 2) by giving a discount to daily commuters, the Bridge District
is encouraging exactly the kind of driver it should be trying to discourage.
Pay for bridge maintenance and mass transit out of a big increase in the
gasoline tax, and use the money to provide cheap and fast bus/ferry service
into the city. And everywhere else, too. The private automobile is killing this
town. It's time to start tearing up the pavement.
Mayor Agnos showed considerable fortitude in marching into the
Noe Valley branch library where a couple hundred outraged citizens were

Hi Lawrence you hippy you:
Well, after receiving a more than gracious apology from you,
wadda you say we let everyone else in on our little secret, eh? People have
been asking me if I really did deface the Suzanne Vega shrine. Well, being
one who believes in truth and honesty, let's tell the story to the other readers
of the LOOKOUI'.
This is what happened: As you'II remember, Lawrence, the alleged
night of the defacement, there was a party. I was at that party, oh yes, but
so were several other people who didn't exactly care for Ms. Vega. But
because of a combination of vodka and being exhaust.ed from running
around all day, I ended up falling fast asleep. As you probably know, it's
very difficult to do subversive and non-subversive activities while you're
asleep.
Although the people I've talked to thought the whole thing was
funny as hell, I can't take credit for something I didn't do. So the great
"Who gaveSuzannethemustache?"mysterycontinues.Asa matterof fact,
whoever did do it, why don't you come forward and admit it? The only
thing you've got to lose is your right toe.
Well, anyway, thats the story; as comedian Tom Kenny puts it, "If
I lived in the same building as Luka, I'd move."
I also have to apologize to you for bitching you out on the phone a
while back; I was rather pissed about it because of a breakdown in
communication and I really didn't have time to cool down, so please accept
my apology.
Well, gotta go now; keep up the great work, you're doing one
hell of a fantastic job.
Aesh
San Francisco
Lawrence!
I like your style. Acerbic. Even a little vitriol. Journalism around
here needs more vitriol.
But you might as well get the facts straight. It was Sam's (est. 1867)
that Mayor Art never heard of. Not Jack's. Neither "is run like a private
men's club." Just good old restaurants that a guy who wants to be mayor
should know. Part of San Francisco.
"Dede Rosekrans"? Well, there is Dede Wilsey and Dodie
Rosekrans but I figured you for a joke on that one.
Keep on keeping on. Good work, over all.
Herb Caen
San Francisco

waiting to let him know what they thought of his coct<amamie scheme to
balance the city budget by closing it and three other library branches.
It probably looked good on TV that night - I don't know; I don't have
one - and may have been at least partly a ploy on his part to gain favorable
publicity for his Proposition K, which would increase the city spending limit.
But for one reason or another, he was unwilling to commit himself to making
downtown highrises or their commuter occupants pay for their fair share of
city services, and that didn't go over too well with the crowd. As well it
shouldn't.
The next day, when the excitement had died do wn, I stopped by the
library again, to look through a couple of history books that had caught my
eye the night before. Except for the rustling of pages and the occasional
clearing of a throat, the place an oasis of tranquility and timelessness, just
as libraries have been for as long as there have been libraries.
I felt a wave of nausea sweeping over me. Closing libraries to save
money? We might as well stop eating to save having to do the dishes. Yes,
the wealthy will never lack for books, but for many of us libraries represent
a treasure trove that no money could ever replace. My life has not always
been easy, but no matter how difficult the world around me has gotten at
times, I have the inner riches that I have been able to store up in my mind.
Probably half of what I know came directly or indirectly from the libraries of
the wor1d. Close City Hall if we have to, but never a library.

Dear Herb,
Sam's, Jack's, Dede, Dodie, whatever... My point was that these
names represent an insular and rarefied world that is out of reach for the
great majority of San Franciscans. If I hadn't been reading your columns
for twenty years I might never have heard of of them either. By the way, in
all that time I've only seen you once in one of my hangouts, which are also
"part of San Francisco."
I'm sorry to hear about the vitriol; I thought that I had succeded in
removing it from my journalism after my Uncle Chuck complained about
it back in 1985.
U
Dearest Lawrence ...
Incipient (insipid?) middle age indeed! It appears my light-hearted
jabs struck some point that was already sore... either that, or you much
lauded sense of humor is being replaced by a much-loaded self-righteous
ness.
To begin with, I like Myke[l Board]. I enjoy his column, and
comprehend (as does he) his position in theMRR conspiracy. January 30th
I'm throwing him a rad b-day bash (don't tell him, it's a surprise) at the
Outhouse here in town. He'11 be 38, same age as you I understand (I'm 40),
but he'II still get a few extra candles to be sure (MRR staffers have been
known to fib regarding such issues.
Emulating Board? No thanks, he is pretty limited to a particular
genre. His history goes way back (puddle-jumping for Anarchy in the early
70s on a trip to Britain), which explains where he has stolen hli style... in
case you don�t have the background, I'll fill you in ... Myke's verbal
doodlings strongly resemble bunches of pseudo-i:ituationist stuff and
hippie (read anti-hippie) polemics from that same movement (read Bowel).
WhatMykel's doing has been done before, and just as well or better, and
he knows it, and hopefully he wouldn't dispute it. In my drunken little note
to you, lwas poking fun at your immortalizing_him in your "pages"....
Scattershot, eh? What makes a bigger hole, a shotgun or a rifle? Oh,
by the way, "good" writers don't feel the need to make rules for other
writers (my rule for you). Ifl want to shoot my mouth off I will, thank you.
You will find that most of the time I can back it up.
On to San Fran's "hippest"resident censor(supposedly Tim Yohan
nan ofMaximum Rocknroll�Ed.)... You aren't the first person I know to
have been sucked under by the party line. Prior to sitting down to this I spent
an houron the phone to Raleigharguing withGreta(ex-UNSEENFORCE)
because I verbally cringed at her reciting her plans for next month, namely
moving in with Tim and Company to become a layout editor. Your
hesitation to criticize Tim automatically lends your approval to his actions,
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and leads me to believe that my assumptions were correct. That colWilll
gives you a higher profile in the Bay Scene. something you have undoubt
edly been enjoying. I'm convinced at this time you wouldn't do anything
to endanger your monthly bit. But as Board and Greta pointed out. I've
never sat down and had it out with the guy. Not thatl wouldn't like to... but
I would be wary of such an encounter because he would never allow himself
to be cornered unless he's on his own turf. Do his contributions outweigh
his fuck-ups? Hmm. many of the olderGennans I met seem to feel the same
way about their late fUhrer. Now, I realize that is a comparison so
exaggerated as to be ridiculous, but the similarity in the logic remains the
same. You wouldn't dare fuck with Tun. for, as another MRR "unperson"
(DaveRun/t')once said, Yohannandoesn't suffer his enemies lightly, and
will do anything to keep them from calling his bluffs." This d.2§ and
included censorship, blacklisting, etc. His worst worry is having his RCP
past dredged up. He thinks he has it buried, but he is wrong. Ask Crawford.
Too tolerant of jerks and pop stars? I agree••. that reminds me. you seen
Jello lately?
Wow, finally I found the first page of my response to you. I knew
it would tum up sooner or later. Beings I get tons of mail (even in your tone)
that I find much more stimulating (intellectually and otherwise) I didn't
give you the priority that your genius so obviously deserves. Sorry.
Many people have found your letter to me to be quite revealing,
though... Some of the terms bounced around included "toady" and
"sucker." One even took the liberty of grading a copy of your letter I sent
him, and he attached the following.. "Since Larry L. corrected your
spelling, I thought it meet to take a red pen to his own page... feel free to
forward it to him, and credit the proofreader." -Bob Black.
Now, to continue. I was supposed to be out in your neighborhood
this week, but due to an airline fuckup, I'm not. All the better. I should
arrive the last weekend in March, with about a hundred copies of All The
Drugs You Can Eat for dissemination at aGilman Street ritual. I guess I had
some appointment to see Mr. Yohannan this week too, but express my
sincerest regrets, and check his calendar for possible rescheduling•.
You've amply .,.-oveny ourself in the fried department. and that you
·claim to still be able to "muster a bit of hope for the human condition" at
a punk gig only reinforces your self-incrimination. You'd thin1s: that one
admittedly burned by a ''youth movement" would have learned the first
time around. You seem to be forgetting fact one about punk rock••. Il.i§.
s\JP.llQK(i to be there, You and various other clowns in the Bay Area are
providing a valuable social function by creating a set. predictable standard
It tends to keep youngsters like myself from going out and attempting to
figure things out for themselves. They can either take the hard line of the
establishment. or they can take yours. Yours is more fun. but no less
fascistic. Some "youth movement." when someone forces the January
issue on me and tells me how rad the columns are, and I pick out three guys
pushing forty, pushing rhetorical left-wing crap, and not encouraging the
readership to think.just to listen (marxists like giving speeches). Once you
lose the ability (or desire) to question yourself, you go lame. The·person
whois always right is usually wrong.Tofind hopeforthis planet in a bunch
of shouting, sweating, slamming adolescents may be a nice primal image,
but it is a very unrealistic one. Punk is a symptom of the disease. and your
brand of medicine certainly isn't the cure. Think about it.
When I first saw theWOKOUI, a couple years ago, I think it was,
I was impressed. Enjoyed it. But being of late you've proven yourself to be
the overly wordy hippie that I suspected, I've lost some respect for you.
You occasionally are able to put together pieces that are reasonably well
informed and insightful. But there is a self-serving feel about your whole
trip that tends to make me somewhat nauseous. I realize that being a hippie
was by nature a self-indulgent gesture (wanna get high?) but I thought that
the "movement" was about radical change, not radical conservatism.
Maybe you could clear this up for me.
IF YOU AREN'T STANDING IN FRONT OF THEIR FISTS,
YOU'RE STANDING BEHIND THEM
TadKepley
LawrenceKS

llili

Dear Tad,

No; I don't think. I could. U ·

DearL&L:
Yes, Lawrence, you are right. four months, but when a publication
like yours does not show for four months, it seems like six.
Today we would be in the worst depression the world has ever seen
if the banks had not been getting TAXPAYERS' money through this
administration and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).

This administration has given billions to countries so they can pay
US banks usurious interest rates of 25 to 40%.
$8,000,000,000 that Texas banks lost last year is presently being
paid out by the FDIC. Sure, it's just printing press money, but it's our
money, supplied by the sucker public. Thse machinations are setting us up
for a real crasher and should hit this year.
I don't know why ANYONE would want to be president of this
country after Reagan, but Jesse will get my vote.
Doc Dennis
Campbell CA
Dear L.D.,
I would like to congratulate on your recent WOKOUI #30. All in
all, the discussion of education was very interesting, provocative, intelli
gent. The cover was hilarious. Not at all what I would expect from
Laytonville's enfant terrible. Is this the new Lawrence Livermore?
I acknowldege that you and Bruce [Anderson} are intelligent
people. and your writing skills are obvious. My big gripe, if I have one, is
the uses to which these tools are put. Ideology and philosophy (attitude, if
you will), no less than bureaucracy, are the lazy person's subsitute for
thinking and awareness. Anytime you C81\ make people aware of, or make
them think about education. I think sooner or later it will help to improve
things. So by letting Brian [Buckley], the home schoolers, Uncle Chuck,
etc., share their views and experiences with your readers, by using Bruce's
rap to knock them out of their groove, thus forcing them to articulate their
own ideas, you help to improve things, also.
There's a new age buzzword making the rounds, "empowerment."
As if there were some secret to how power is gained. This is just a Tom
Sawyer fence painting technique to get people to take responsibility for the
things that affect them.
In terms of the eternal trinity of time, energy, and money, schools
will always be short of money because education is not something to be
achieved by throwing money at iL Up to a certain point. money eases the
load and beyond that point it is counterproductive. Time is more or less
constant. and there is never enough of it. For the kids it drags and seems to
take forever; for the adults it goes too fast: we just get to know them and
then they are gone. But in terms of energy (power/responsibility), the trick
is to focus the maximwn amount possible m the short time we have. This
is not something that can be delegated, left up to "them;" it has to be done
byus, and this applies equally to srudents, parents, teachers, administrators.
anyone who claims to value education. This is the secret ingredient. the
particular kind of energy that results in quality education: caring. This is
why people get so bent out of shape, so angry, so excited, so vociferous, so
depressed, enthusiastic, or whatever, regardless of their views, because
they care about their children. The trick in getting them a quality education
is to harness thinking awareness to this caring, heart to mind. And the
reasons why this is more likely to happen in a small system are obvious.
Thanks again,
DanK'vaka
Branscomb CA
Dear Lawrence,
What a wonderful surprise to find the latestWOKOUf (finally) in
my PO Box! You've certainly been missed, I must say. Even though I'm
involved in a lot of alternative papers, I rarely find one as well written as
yours. You have such a precise way with words that to say I'm jealous
would be an understatement Do consider, if at all possible, trying to get
back on some sort of regular publishing schedule. The small press needs
you and your biting language, Lawrence, especially in this erection year.
Speaking of which. nice endorsement of Jackson. I liked the
paragraph where you qualified it by saying you "disagree with him on some
issues," particularly his strident anti-drug stance. That's really the main
problem I have with Hackson, but on the other hand it has been a rallying
point for him to broaden his base a bit by bringing in people who might not
(yet) be leftl-leaning but who are concerned about the usual things like their
kids becoming monster drug fiends and criminals and all that. Jackson
articulates his position like nobody else in the running among the major
party (oops, I mean "parties"), and is the only candidate who actually seems
to directly answer questions put to him instead of responding with political
mumbo-jumbo (one advantage, iot seems, of having "nevcer held public
office" but still having accomplished more in the way of activism than all
the others put together (except Bush of course, but I care not for his fonn
of CIA activism). Still, the media persist in continually whining, "What
does Jesse want?" Geez, what does Dukakis want?What does Gore want?
What does Bush want? DUH! HEW ANTS TO BE PRESIDENT, YOU
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ASSHOLES!!! I mean how large does the mallet with which we hit them
over the heads have to be?
Lovely "Call to Action." I can just imagine you reading it as a
speech-it'd work nicely. If you ever attend any of the various actions in
New York, let me know. In the meantime, I'll continue dreaming about San
Fran in my future...
I am, so they tell me, of Jewish ancestry. I think your" Arab Final
Solution" was a bit obvious and heavyhanded (but they can't all be
winners), but other than that, I can't see where you thought there might be
a problem. Aside from the fact that there are a helluva lot more leftist Jews
than are ever given true credit (I don't count myself among them, since I've
little interest in Judaism or any organized religion any more), the Jewish
heritage is sup_posed to demand things like compassion and mercy, quali
ties which have apparently eluded the short memories of the right-wingers
in control in Israel now. And while I would compare modem-day Israel
more to South Africa than Nazi Germany, all three countries are pretty
intertwined and have been for years, so I can't really fault your choices.
Always nice to read happenings in the San Fran/ Emerald Triangle
areas, as I continue to make plans to move out there in a few years. Glad
to see Agnos is getting good marks from the only constituency that counts,
but I must admit to being a bit taken aback that Caen is such a doofus. Real
eye-opener.
Enjoyed your "theme" this time, and found your interviewing very
balanced. You tailor yourself well to the subjects you're interviewing, and
I'm sure they appreciate that. It's impo rtant not to be too hostile if you're
aiming to get answers. I'm quite interested in educating my kids myself, but
I fear economic considerations will leave me little choice, so I'm crossing
my fingers I'll be able to either find decent alternative schools for them or
work something out where they'II attend a school part-time (and I'll work
part-time) and I'll educate them the rest of the day. Or better yet, their dad,
who's a librarian anyway. In any case, this'll have to wait until we have
kids,· of course. Which comes after we move to San Fran ...
I never have anything to say about the music scene there. I'm not
even interested in the music scene here. Not my strong smoot, you
understand.
Looking forward, ever forward, to the next LOOKOUT...
Elayne Wechsler
New York
EDNOTE: There's a background to the next Leiter, which goes like this:
Afewmon1hs agolwrote a columnforMAXIMUM ROCKNROLL inwhich
I suggested that some form of socialism and/or communism might be
necessary to guarantee people their essenlial human rights un1il such time
as more of us become intelligent enough to stop killing and ripping each
otheroffasawayoflife. Thewomanwhose leller follows sent mea xeroxed
seven-page excerpt from the objectivist author Ayn Rand, an unabashed
advocate of social Darwinism as a way of life, and much beloved of a
certain segment of collegiate intellectuals. If I read this, Jennifer claimed,
it would help me understand the "dangerous" implications of what I was
proposing. Iwrote back to Jennifer saying that ifshe was so devoid of her
o_wn ideas that she had lo let some crotchety old windbag of a dead author
do her talking/or her, she shouldn't waste my time. Here is her response:
Lawrence,
My letter was not written to evoke feelings, "hard" or otherwise.
The pure, simple statement of facts is irrelevant to feelings. Nor can I see
how I wasted your time as per the reaction I received. It was meant to 5erve
as an enlightenment to the implications involved in your proposals of
socialism or communism as a po ssible form of government for the USA.
With your command of the English language clearly illustrated in
your letter and in the LOOKOUT, I was surprised to learn that you
encountered difficulty in reading the passage of Atlas Shrugged. Consid
ering all of the constant contradictions, I found the LOOKOUT and your
column in MRR a lot harder to read and digest.
To be presented with a view that is in oppo sition to your own and
to become immediately defensive simply spells insecurity in one's convic
tions; perhaps a tremor through one's foundations. Assuming you are a
writer, the influx of various views and points should be a welcome and
necessary implement in the formulation and statement of your work. To
continue to grow means constant exposure to new ideas, contemplation of
them, and extraction of the beneficial elements. Instant denial of some
thing unfamiliar as well as resorting to personal slander are the results of
the loss of objectivity. ·
Having never been part of the middle class, I am unable to attest to
the nature of life experiences in "secure middle class existences." Can you?

I have never expected or received handouts in any form or manner and
never will. I am financing my own education. Thfs includes tuition and
fees in addition to my day to day living expenses. When I receive my
degree, it will be solely my accomplishment. As difficult and trying as it
is, I would not have it any other way. I am proud of myself, of my
accomplishments, and of my goals. I am glad to be alive and surround
myself with positive people who share the same feelings. Indeed, "with all
its sham, drudgery, and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world." (from
Desiderata). File these characteristics under the heading of"cynical young
misanthrope."
I never viewed the utilization of quotations as being the equivalent
of inability to speak for oneself. I sent that section of Atlas Shrugged
because it soundly and magnificently embodied every reason why I am in
opposition to your views. The comprehension and appreciation of a great
work of art is not based on whether or not one can replicate it. I greatly
admire Ayn Rand and her concise manner of writing. Every single word
she uses is a necessity to com pose the whole of her views which encompass
every "ngle.
"From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs"
is an impossibility because there will always exist those who are able to
produce more and will inevitably be penalized for their efforts by the
greedy, self-righteous non-producers. To be gifted, intelligent, diligent,
and productive will brand one with the stigmas of. negative attributes.
Why? Because these people will be rewarded the same end product as those
who do not possess or wish to po ssess these qualities but want the final
requital regardless of their justification."I want it, therefore I have the right
to have it despite the fact that I did not earnit in the remotest fashion." Thus,
why should one contribute something when one will be punished instead
recompensed for it? To have it be devoured by those unwilling and unable
to do the same?
Everyone has the right to live their own life on their own level. One
who is able to achieve more logically should reap more benefits (monetar
ily or otherwise) than one who is capable and willing of less. Once again,
to merely desire something does not and never win justify the right to have
it. Everyone is given the opportunity to have a goal, work for it, and be
rewarded for it in the USA. To what degree (if to any degree at all) one
pursues this is an individual choice.
What Ayn Rand stresses in her philosophy is the im portance of the
individual and that everyone has the ability to be a productive human being
capable of standing on their own two feet. Yes, I have a mind, I will achieve,
and that achievement will be mine and belong to me alone. Why? Because
I earned it. I am not obligated in any manner to help those who wish to share
in my achievement without having done the same.
Ayn Rand is not Malthusian. Never has she stated that only certain people
have the right to live a certain way. Quite to the contrary, she expresses the
idea that everyone has the right to live on their own level. The only time
this come to question is when there develops an unwanted and unjustified
infringement in one's life by another being. This caused the Atlantis in
Atlas Shrugged to be formed; the world of Dagny Taggart, John Galt,
Francisco D' Anconia, and Hank Rearden versus the world of James
Taggart, Owen Boyle, Robert Stadler, and Chick Morrison. The world of
producers versus the world of non-producers. The world of minds
manufacturing and trading goods equally versus the world of consuming
and idle leeches. It is no secret which world succeeded and why the other,
leftto its backstabbing, conniving devices, failed (by the way, which books
by Ayn Rand have you read?).
It does not seem probable or likely that Ayn Rand would appeal to
"frustrated and cynical young misanthropes" as the whole of her theory is
based on life: Life and reveling in the joy of being part of it. What can be
a more positive outlook and idea on life that every individual is of value and
possesses the ability to be a productive part of sol:iety? There is no more
rewarding experience than the realization that one is capable of taking care
of oneself. I guess that is rather"dreary."
Your thoughts are riddled with contradictions. In a state of communism or
socialism all rights of the individual are surrendered for the sake of the
state. Recall a few things: the factory job you abhorred, the fact that"I have
a real bad time with anyone telling me when or where to do anything," and
that sweet story of the girl you adore who says she doesn't love you. Guess
what? In your state of communism or socialism, these things are not even
incidental; they simply do not count. Not at all. Also in these circumstances
that job you had in the factory is probably what you would be doing.
Imagine that! With your creativity I bet you could pretend to be happy there
for your whole. life, right? You don't like being dictated to? Who cares?
That is irrelevant. You exist for the sake of the state.There is no room for
individuals. Your column in MRR as well as the LOOKOUT would not be
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pennitted.In fact, you wouldprobablynot even be able to wish me"cheers"
or "best regards." Still thrilled with the idea? I'm sure the Soviet Union
would welcome you with open arms. What's that? How about anarchy? It
will exist for everyone so the individual who takes pleasure in stabbing
people and taking their money will make a fine neighbor for you.
Subscribing to the theory that money should be given to people to
live, can you list to date what you have done as an individual or on a larger
scale to help those who are "less fortunate" than yourself? I see a lot of bag
people whenI go to school and work every day on the trains as well as when
I walk up or down 23rd Street. It is a little late for Thanksgiving, but if you
send me tickets, I can invite one of these people to spend Christmas with
you on the mountain top in Laytonville. Giving people money continuously
without the addition of any sort of incentive for betterment squelches any
sort of will to support themselves.
Any comments?
Jennifer E. Johnson
Brooklyn
P.S. From my calculations, I guess your age to be either in the late 30s or
early 40s. Besides having mastered the English language (her native
tongue being Russian), that "old windbag prattler" named Ayn Rand had
three novels published by the age of 38. How do you compare?

I don't doubt that your letter was "not written to evoke emotions."
I suspect you prefer your ideas straight and unadulterated by meddlesome
emotions. Only trouble is, there ain't no such thing. Whether you view
thought as a purely biochemical process or as the sparks that fly when
energy and matter collide, there is no divorcing thoughts from feelings. If
you probe deeply enough you mayfind they are fundamentally one and the
same (unless of course you subscribe to one of those neurotic religious
viewpoints which see earthly existence as simply the meanderings of an
insensate flesh machine activated by a temporarily implanted chip off the
old godhead. But I doubt you do).
That said, I don't "feel" I was defensive or threatened by your
disagreement with my ideas. I'm happy to receive any kind of response to
the things I write about. The reason I was irritated was that you made no
response. For all/ knew, you had no ideas of your own. You just gave me
a piece of text that you apparently considered of great value and told me
to read it,just as aChristian might hand me a bible and say, "Here sinner,
read this and save your soul." If Ayn Rand wants to communicate with me
from wherever she resides, I will be happy to discuss the issues of her
choice.Given the unlikelihood of that happening, all I asked was that you
speak for yourself.
And that you did, so let's move on to your letter. First of all, Ayn
Rand's writing is obviously not beyond my intellectual grasp, though you
may be forgiven for concluding that her ideas are. I took a brief stab at
reading her in college and again when you sent me your excerpt. Then and
now I fllld her style tedious and pedantic, and not worthy of the time and
effort I could expend on any number of books Ifind more rewarding. This
is probably a matter oftaste as much as anything, and ifI live long enough,
it's possible that at some point I will end up reading and enjoying her work.
•
So let's leave her out of it and go on to what I presume are your
ideas. I'm quite impressed that you are able to work your way through
college,and to this in such an expensive and challenging city as New York
strikes me as even more remarkable an accomplishment. But you should
not, as my mother is fond of saying, "break your arm patting yourself on
the back." More precisely, when you receive your degree, it will not be
"solely [your] accomplishment." You must be aware that tuition and fees
cover only a small portion of the costs of maintaining a university. Where
does the rest come from? If it's a public school, most of has been
expropriated bJ the government from hard-working, productive wage
earners, who, if they didn't have to pay so much in taxes, might be able to
afford to go to school themselves. Oh, but I forgot; ifyou are able to earn
enough to live and go to school, so are they, right? "Everyone is given an
opportunity to have a goal, work for it, achieve it, and be rewarded for it
in the USA," you tell us.And ifthey' re stupid enough to end up as a bag lady
or a welfare mother, that's entirely due to the failings of their own
character. Righi?
Let's go back to "your" accomplishment. I don't suppose your
success had anything to do with your having had parents, teachers, or other
irifluential adults in your early life who were able to inculcate in you a love
of learning,a positive self image, the critical/acuities necessary to pursue
an education. ..? Or that someone fed you and sheltered you and gave you
the opportunity to grow up strong enough to achieve your goals? Or that
you were wise and perceptive enough to be born in one of the richest
countries in the world and to not have any crippling physical or mental

defects and to not be part of a racial or ethnic group that is routinely
discriminated against? My, you certainly had this all well planned out,
didn't you? Did you make these crucial decisions while in the womb, or
were you perhaps predestined for these fortuitous circumstances by an al/
knowing and thoroughly Calvinist God?
Every day on this planet, it's estimated, around 250,000.people
starve to death, and many times that number waste away from chronic.
malnutrition of body and/or spirit. The majority of these are children. I
suppose this is their just ( and personally chosen) fate as "greedy, self
righteous non-producers." Hey girl, listen to yourself! I don't know if
you' re greedy, or what wonderful things you produce, but ifself-righteous
ness were a salable commodity, you could corner the market and be set for
life.
And while we' re on the subject of "producers...." Just how do you
determine who is producing something of true value? Through the mecha
nism of Ronald Reagan's "free market," which makes billionaires out of
individuals whose sole contribution to society consists of leveraged
buyouts or weapons capable of obliterating all life on the planet?A system
that lets brilliant artists die penniless and then a century later turns their
works into multi-million dollar pork bellies to be bartered on the commod
ity exchange by insurance brokers with souls that gape upon the world with
a hideous yawning emptiness. Taik to me of "the importance of the
individual " while you sit relatively secure in the midst of a society that
extracts its power and privilege from the routine exploitation, brutaliza
tion, and murder of whole civilizations. Twenty-eight days,one cycle of the
moon, and enough huma.n beings to populate the entire city of New York
will have starved to death. Can you even imagine what that means?How
many days have you ever had to go withoutfood. A philosophy that justifies
suffering on such a scale in order to allow some particularly devious or
talented individuals to grow fabulously rich is no philosophy at all; it is a
grotesque perversion of what precious little good there is tobe found in the
human spirit.
As to your closing argument: after all your highfaluting cerebral
izing, it's disappointing, though not surprising, to see you sink to the
traditional beer-soaked patriot's jibe of, "If you don't like it here, why
don't you go to Russia?" You obviously know very little about the so-called
communist countries beyond the propaganda dished out by our own not
particularly respectable government. And you suffer from a severe dearth
of imagination ifyou think the USA and the USSR comprise the alpha and
omega ofpossible political systems. The USA offers capitalism for the poor
and socialism for the rich; the USSR simply reverses that equation. I
haven't been to the USSR, but/ have visited EastGermany,oneof the more
repressive east bloccountries.Thepeople there arenotlivinginsomegiant
slave labor camp. It's a rather drab existence, yes, something along the
lines of Youngstown,Ohio. Their freedom of speech and the press and of
travel is limited compared to ours, and I found it hard to understand how
they could endure such restrictions. They, on the other hand,found it
incomprehensible that our country could allow people to live on the streets
and root through garbage cans for food and die outside the doors of
hospital emergency rooms because they couldn't a/ford medical insur
ance. There are many sorts offreedom, you see. And I want them all. For
everyone.
IL
P.S. I am 40, have written one not especially good book, and had
none published. If, on the other hand, the ability to get books published is
any indicator ofintellectual stature, Harold Robbins should have long ago
supplanted Plato as one of the guiding lights of western civilization.
THE LETTER THAT
MAXIMUM
ROCKNROLL RE
FUSED TO PRINT:
(submitted by Walter
Glaser) ..

!It

Dear Meximum Roe end
Role,
My na me is
Spike. Im in @ punk
group called the Fucken
Shitz. We halfent bean
together for two long,
butt you can still tottalie
slam to us, we play hard
thrash wiht intelijunt ler
riks about anerkie and
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kiling yer pammts. I wus wunderring if yoo gis cood intervoo us four yer
maggazine. Our best toon is cald "Fuk You,Mom". It's hour fastestt song
it really thrashes like crasie. Ane way how is your seen? My seen is coole.
We plaed a gigg lazzed weak and their wuz smn heevy slaming. It was
cowel. I no sum peepol r luzing fath in the punck seene, but as longe ass
their's intelijunt fuiks like me and yu gize, in thinke the r.ene has a brite
fyufuor.
Kep up the goode werk,
Spike @nark:ie
P.S. Skinz corned & rekked a show. Wat nutzisl
Lawrence,
Today was a very important day for me. I went to the local record
store and purchased issue #56 of Maximwn Rocknroll. I read your story
about comparing the punk scene to high school. It really hit home. The
scene in Morgantown, where I live, is comprised almost entirely of high
school students. Because of my feelings about backbiting, I will only
compare myself. I am the club, student council, zine editor, humanitarian
type. I am a member in lots of clubs,and a member of the Student Council.
Where I differ from this mold,however,is how I eel A while ago,my�
school was barded into the auditorimn to watch a presentation produced by
"Motivational Films, Inc." The presentation was a multi-media tour-de
force including three larger than life high-speed film/slide projectors and
a PA system that made the walls shake. The presentation was sp:msored by
Pepsi, and had the following three messages: "Don't Drink Or Take
Drugs;" "Follow God (actually mentioned);" and "Feel Good About
Staying In School."
This whole thing really pissed me off,first because we wereforced
to watch it, and second because we had no alternative (class, study hall,
etc.). What did I do? I waited until the next student council meeting and
proposed a study hall for those students not wanting to participate in any
non-instructional event (pep rallies,Pepsi presentations,etc.). We drafted
a proposal and voted It was rejected by five votes. At least I tried.
Shawn Romano
Morgantown WV
Dear "Labs"
Thanks for the WOKOUf. Still working on it. Lots of good sense
in il But print size! (phew)
I'm about the same age as you more or less,and I remember vividly
how long it took for antiwar sentiment to build, and how frustrated we got
when we thought we weren't having any effect. But even though the peace
movement in this country has been very weak, I think public opinion has
managed to provide some sort of minimal restraint on the war in Latin
America, at least to the extent that there's been a minimum of US troop
involvement I think the US has become somewhat sensitized (in the sense
of allergic).
Thanks for the piece on Israel.
I'm Jewish. I grew up knowing that we were an oppressed people.
For evidence, I didn't have to look any further than• the bigotry of my
neighbors. I remember being spat on for being Jewish. We looked around
us and saw an immoral, oppressive Goyische world. And we said, ''We
don't have power, so we're not responsible for the oppression. But our
culture has deep humanist values, so if we had power, we certainly
wouldn't abuse it the way the Goyim do."
Well, lo and behold, some of "us," and I use the word with
reservation, got power. Got a whole damn State. And it's not a pretty sight
I'veknown this for a couple of decades. Of course, I had I.F. Stone to help
me figure this out. But most Jews seem to have no idea of this. At least not
the ones who get quoted in the media. And certainly not Israeli public
opinion.
Let's talk about this for a minute. Jews seem to think that whatever
kind of evil shit Israel is up to, it's.self defense. It's kind of hard to think
this when you 're selling arms to Argentina. or in bed with South Africa
building the Bomb. It's pretty slimy, for example, to throw Vannu in jail
for how long after a secret jail for blowing the whistle on an atom bomb
program that "doesn't exist." But somehow people manage to ignore this.
·Because this business about self defense is axiomatic. To put it
bluntly,Jewish public opinion is paranoid. And not without reason. Any
people that had gone through the holocaust would carry those scars. So
Israelis look at Palestinians and see Nazis. But Palestinians aren't Nazis.
They're a people who have been driven out of their land. They're a people
who have been forced into refugee camps and kept there for generations.
No wonder they're not nice to Israel.
But this current round of violence is making it harder and harderfor

Jews to imagine that this is self defense. It's hard to imagine you're engaged
in self defense when you routinely break into people's homes in the middle
of the night, beat them up and break their hands. The recent killing of an
Israeli girl seems to point this up. It's taken for granted that her death is
much more important than the Palestinians killed daily by the Israeli Army
and seUlers, including the young Palestinian shot "because he was running
away." The public rage and bloodlust brought on by her death was
overwhelming. The Army immediately went out and blew up fourteen
houses of Palestinian families "suspected of being involved." .But now it
seems quite clear that she was killed by the Israeli Army. (I was under the
impression thal it was a trigger-happy settler, but why q,dbble over

details? --Ed.)

This seems to me a very sharply drawn microcosm. Israel is not
involved in self defense. It's involved in mass psychosis.
Israelis and Jews world wide need to wake up to this. Iflsrael cna
begin to see and accept the fact of its own political psychosis,it can begin
to disengage from it and perhaps find a livable future. Otherwise, I'd like
to say it's headed for disaster, but in fact it's already there.
Rev Etc
Ann Arbor MI
Dear Papa Livermore,
Uns geht es bestens, but how are you? How is it that you have
already heard of our project in East Berlin? But it isn't a Christian Youth
Center, it is a Krishna Center. And it isn't only for the youth, so even you
can join it. We are very happy with it; without Glasnost all this couldn't
happen. Erich Honecker is a brother of me, now.
Another thing: It must be hard to understand for all the girls in the
world that Dave(MDC? Hayes? -Ed.) is gay now. Maybe you can invite
them to come to Gilman Street. Or isn't it true that you do group sex every
Wednesday since April to strengthen the unity?
What else have I heard?Tim Yohodel wants to kick us Germans out
of the scene? Which scene? Marc has long hair now and listens to heavy
metal. And my favorite band at the moment is the Mentors (I hope I can see
- and maybe feel - them live sometime). I think that isn'tTim '.s cup of tea
anyway. Oder etwa nicht? Ja, ja, times have changed in Berlin. We have
learned that you can't earn enough money with punk and anyway it sounds
like shil We are doing good professional music with our profit from the
Krishna Center. Squandered Message are going into the studio the next
days. Sie machen total gute Metal Musik jetzt. They haven't changed their
name 'cause maybe a few dumb punk rockers will buy their new LP if they
read Squandered Message.
Wedon'tknow a datefor the next Football Matchyet.Butwhenthe
weather is better we'll begin to organize il We thought of doing it in San
Francisco this summer because we will all be there anyway. I hope Tim's
house is big enough. Or where do you live now?
Have a nice day,
Ute FUsgen
Berlin
P.S. OK, I will say hello to Dolf from you, but I won't kiss him.
P.P.S. Dave and Petra were busy with Jello Biafra? Who the hell is he?
Is he part of the INTERNATIONAL HARDCORE JET SET?
Like you?
Hi there Lawrence??!!
Thanx for sending promo copies of those Lookout Records. I'm
sorry to tell you that I won't review them, but The Bomen has now
turned into a Metal mag, and I don't want to waste my space for
reviewing such shitty bands as ISOCRACY. But I'll gladly add them
platters to my ever-growing vinyl collection.
Bonzen #8 should be out pretty soon and we 'II feature METAL
LICA, NAPALM DEATH, WEHRMACHT, SPAZZTIC BLURR,
CARCASS,MESSIAH,and otherbrilliant bands,aswellas some splatter
movie reviews.
I was glad to see a fabulous picture of myself in Maximum
Rocknroll #58, but as a member of the international Speedmetal jet set.
that's not really too special for me. So Father Tim wants to kick out all
Germans of the SF scene? Who's interested in staying with those bloody
Gilman wimps and their kindergarten Father Tim??? We 're coming over
to stay with James Hetfield of METALLICA, so who needs your boring
embryo-scene?
I hear that the LOOKOUTS broke up, Well, finally. I never
managed to stand through a whole track on their boring and badly produced
LP1 not to mention their stupid lyrics. Give me some SP AZZTIC BLURR
for a change?
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Yes, in fact, I went to "Heaven" together with Harley; that's where
I usually hang out when I come to London once a month. I'll go to England
to play some dates over there with my band, those brilliant speedmetal
masters SQUANDEREDMESSAGE. We'll take two support bands along,
it's gonna be TOXIC REASONS and RKL. Well, you know those bands
are not very good at all, but actually they were quite cheap, so there will be
more profit for us. Also, we'11 be going in a luxury tour bus that will make
the DRI tour bus look like some MATCHBOX toy.
Next week we'll be playing together with UPSET NOISE, a great
speedmetal ba.'"!.d from Italy. We really like to play together with Italian
bands because they always bring along the tasty singing birds they like to
eat down there. NEGAZIONE also brought some cool eggs along; I forgot
the name, but they were huge, I tell ya.
Well, talking of eating, I'd better go to get a steak right now. I don't
suppose you have the time to write back, so don't be surprised ifl ki?k in
your head in the Gilman Street pit once James takes us there. That's it for
now, I guess.
Love and Flowers
Florian Helmchen
Berlin
Dear Flo und Ute:
To quote the ever quotable Mykel Board: "That German humor...
it does escape me. My relatives didn't get thejoke. at Auschwitz eilher, but
I guess that's 'cause nobody explained ii to them."
I.L
Hey Lawrence,
WOKOUI #30 was great. Let me tell you some of the things I
thought when I read it.
The article called "Building the Master Race" made me think of
how much "God" has to do with all the problems between people of
different races, cultures, religions, and political beliefs. The plans that the
Jews have for the Palestinians in Israel seem to be exactly the same as the
plans the nazi Germans carried out on the Jews 40 years earlier. Their
reasons for their actions are the same as well. The Jews in Israel seem to
think that they are God's chosen people, just as the nazis did (and still do).
The capitalists seem to think they are God's chosen people instead �f the
communists, and vice versa. Same goes for the KKK and other racial or
cultural spats and prejudices. 'the list goes on and on. If people would just
toss away that belief, there would probably be much less fighting. That
belief doesn't cause all the problems in the world, but I think it causes
many, too many. It seems that the only way for this planet to survive is if
people can live together peacefully and happily. People need their freedom
to be happy. But if everyone has their freedom, is it possible for people to
live together without disturbing each other's chosen lifestyle? So I begin
to think that maybe a planet of free and happy people (and other species as
well; I don't believe that humans are God's chosen species over all others)
might be impossible.
Another articlelreallyenjoyed was"EducatingOur Children•• And
Ourselves..." It was really thought provoking, created many questions. I
could relate to many of the statements because I go to a public high school.
It is so damn suffocating! So much of my time is wasted. Recently I was
inspired to not let school get the best of me. I read and write a lot, and find
those things more important than some of the things taught at school. Sure,
iflwere going to be a scientistormathematician, some of the lessons would
be important, but I never have and probably never will have the desire to
study those fields in detail. And at the moment I can think of things to study
that are much more vital to me. So during a boring lesson in algebra, for
example, I'll begin to read a book. What happens? The teacher takes it
away! My belief is that if the st�dent finds no interest in whll:f s being
presented in class, the he/she rmght as well resort to something more
valuable to their education that it not disruptive to students who are
interested. Reading, writing, and thinking are not disruptive. So if·the
teacher makes the student stop doing that, then there is nothing for the
student to do but talk or do something else more disturbing. Forget trying
to make. the student interested in the algebra lesson; he or she already made
their decision that it was worthless. So I think that if the student has more
useful things to do that won't bother anyone else, the teacher should leave
them alone, or else they will cause trouble for everyone, and �aste
everyone's time. So it's a tough battle, I find, to "not let school get m the
way of your education." Especially when a couple of my teachers know
what I'm up to and are out to stop me!
I think there really needs to be a change in the education system.
More choices for the individual are needed. I think the best education for
a person is an education the the person chooses or designs for him/herself.

But in most cases that's pretty hard because you've always got peuple with

power over you (the state, the school board, parents, etc.) who are going to

stop you. I'm not too optimistic about the possibility of changing this curent
"education" system, but if everyone tries as hard as they can to learn the
way they feel best, then things can get a little better. School doesn' � only
push brain-rotting (learning the wrong things at the wrong speed m the
wrong way for the wrong reasons), it presents an environment that can
sometimes cause psychological damage to people. Over this past year I've
been noticing the shit that school is doing to me. I just hope people will
notice these destructive effects on them before it's too late to fight back.
Here's a coupleof greenthingsfrommy piggybank forthe nexttwo
WOKOUis. Next time I think I'll read your zine after a meal; I was
enjoying my popcorn when suddenly you (not me, il wasRalphRez-Ed.)
were talking about eating lamb brains. That is disgusting! But funny, too.
Eat. sleep, and drink,
But don't forget to think
Cia Harden
Garberville CA
DearCia,
You can tell your teachers that Professor Livermore sez that
they've apparently got things backward, and if they want to learn some-·
thing, they should sil down, shut up, and listen to you/or a change. But that
should go without saying; teachers who aren't capable of learning from
I.L
their students are notfit to teach them.
Dear Lawrence,
It is ironic that the best general San Francisco po litical brief comes
from a guy in Laytonville.
I enjoyed the education issue. The tone of the Bruce Anderson
interview was refreshing. I recently met socially with four teachers, and
brother, they haven't a clue.
I've enclosed a copy of The LeipzigConnection, which attempts to
ttace back the gradual demise of American education. Memoirs of a
Superfluous Man, by Albert Jay Nock, is another valuable book on the
subject of American education (pre-20th century). Nock is also the author
of a series of essays on an ideal system of education. Like Anderson, he is
completely pessimistic about implementation. Still, it makes for interest
ing reading. I could write a synopsis, but perhaps you've already read his
work.
One last word about education. Reference to the dictionary for the
derivation of the word points up a basic confusion in American involve
ment A common phrase like "get educated" connotes a passive involve
ment for the student. As though knowledge (or wisdom) could be poured
into someone's head. Educating a kid is sometimes thought of as inputting
datainto acomputer.Butwe see theLatinrootfor the verb"educate"means
"to draw or bring or lead out" I believe most kids are geniuses to start with.
They just need help focussing their "eyes," plus a pleasant and cordial
introduction to the world.
lwouldlike it ifyou spent some space onbookreviews.Maybeyou
have in the past.•. I've only seen two or three issues of theLOOKOUI. Also,
it would help if you would list a bibliography of sorts at the end of your
articles. Not just for direct references, but a list of some of the books you
feel are instructive or relevant to the essays you produce.
Your report on the SF Honduras marches was excellent. I live in the
Tenderloin, and when I heard the chants of the crowd reverberating down
the Market Street corridor, I had to get out and jwnp with the group. I had
just signed a tax check to the feds for $1100 when I read of Reagan's
"message" to Nicaragua (troops). What a monster. No, what an imbecile!
No, what an asshole! No, what a buffoon! Well, all of the above and also
he's just a poor, ignorant, misinformed, brainwashed sucker much like the
rest of us. But at least we don't go around pretending to be world statesmen.
Upon leaving office he will quickly shrivel up and die. It happens to them
all... their sins weigh heavily upon them. Although Nixon has somehow
bounced back... oh well.
Thanks for WOKOUI #30. Pardon me while I return to the ooze.
John Holmes
San Francisco
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HEY MOMI WHAT'S FOR DINNER.?

The Coming Food Crisis in America
Do you know where your next meal is coming from? If you 're a
middle class American, chances are that you have at least a general idea.
You'll pick something up from the supermarket, or the fast food joint down
the street, or maybe your sweetheart is going to cook up a nice little feast
for the two of you.
And if you're pressed to think about it in a little more detail. you
could probably explain how some farmer out in the Central Valley or the
Great Plains tends his fields,harvests his crops,and then sends them off via
trucks and trains to the marketplaces of our great cities. Maybe you've even
done a little amateur gardening yourself, and know about the various
nutrients required to grow healthy fruits and vegetables, and how vital the
right kind of soil and water are.
But probably you don't give a whole lot of thought to where food
comes from; it's one of those things like water or electricity or television
that you can pretty much cmmt on always being there, provided, of course,
that you have the money to pay for it.
That's the way it's beenas longasmostof uscanremember. In fact,
for much of the 20th century, the industrialized countries of the world have
been producing more food than they could possibly use. True, millions of
people have starved to death during that time, not because of a shortage of
food, but because a certain amount of hunger is deemed necessary to keep
the food business profitable. In theory, if the world's harvest were
distributed more or less equally, no one would lack adequate nutrition.
The United States by itself could probably feed the entire planet.
Even though millions of acres lie fallow and hundreds of millions are
under-utilized or used only indirectly in food production (producing
animal feed, for example), we have the richest and most productive
agriculture in history. So far,so good. All that's stopping the United States
and the rich food-producing nations of Western Europe from joining
together to end world .hunger, it would seem, is the lack of enlightened
leadership.
That may have been true up until now, but that same lack of
enlightened leadership has produced a potentially disastrous situation. The
United States has squandered its agricultural resources so badly that we
may be forced in our lifetimes to deal with severe shortages of food,
perhaps even outright famine.
Already the quality if not the quantity of what we eat is in doubt. A
person from the 19th century set loose in a modern supermarket might well
wonder where the food is kept. Except for one aisle of produce and one of
meat, the rest of the store would present a bewildering array of cans and
boxes with lists of ingredients that read more like a chemistry experiment
than the components of a nutritious diet.
And it is an experiment, the results of which remain to be seen.
Consider that throughout all of human existence, the things that people ate
remained remarkably unchanged, being limited to what they could catch or
what grew up out of the ground. Processed and refined foods are almost
completely a development of the past century. Omnivorous man would
appear to have adapted well to the many strange and bizarre foodstuffs that
have emerged out of the lab and the factory, but perhaps it is still too soon
to tell. Life expectancies are greater than at any time in recorded history,
but so is the occurrence of diet-related illnesses like cancer and heart
disease.
But regardless of whether we eat our food fresh from the ground or
only after it has been packaged and sanitized, we can produce nothing

without the basic raw materials. In the case of food, the raw materials are
so simple that the temptation to take them for granted is overwhelming.
Earth and water: two of the most common things in the world. And
sunlight, of course, something of which we have a free and never-ending
supply.
But with the earth's protective ozone layer being rapidly stripped
away by pollution, even the sun threatens to become the destroyer rather
than the giver of life. And soil and water are disappearing at a rate that
should constitute a national, actually a global crisis. But there is a general
sense of complacency, even among those actually engaged in agriculture,
let alone those who know little or nothing about its workings. Technology
has increased the efficiency and yield of the modem farm <h:arnatically;
why should we not assume that it can deal with any new problems that
might emerge?
Part of the problem is that, as poet (and farmer) Wendell Berry
points out, we have lost much of our sense of "culture" involve<! in
agriculture: "..•the economy of money has infiltrated and subverted the
economies of nature, energy, and the human spirit." In the same way that
city dwellers have largely lost touch with the nature of the earth that sus
tains them, many farmers have, strange as it may seem, become alienated
from the land that they cultivate.
Though there are other factors involved, by far the biggest one is
economics. As much of a disaster as collective farming has been in the
Soviet Union, so has capitalism been in the United States, albeit in a
completely different way. There is enormous pressure on the individual
American farmer to continually expand at any cost. The average size of
farms has grown while the number of individuals involved in farming has
drastically shrunk.
This is especially true in the western United States, where the costs of
irrigating and fertilizing marginal land make it almost inevitable that the
corporate farm will become dominant.
In traditional farming, a family might have had as little as 10 or 20
acres that would be passed down from generation to generation, and which
would be that family's sole source of sustenance. It would obviously be in
the farmer's interest to know that land as well as he knew his own children,
and to take equally good care of it. He would not be inclined to casually
experiment with some potion offered him by a city slicker with the promise
that it would produce twice the crops in half the time.
But what is such a farmer to do when a large company buys up the
adjacent 5000 acres, spikes the soil with potent fertilizers,plows out all the
windbreaks and protective contours, and sinks deep wells that suck out
ground water twice as fast as it can be replenished? In the long run such
techniques will lead to disaster, but in the meantime they will produce large
yields that will drive prices down, and if the small farmer doesn't adopt
similar techniques to keep up with the competition, he's out of business.
That pretty well sums up what's been happening in the Great Plains
andCalifornia'sCentralValley,particularly sinceWorldWarII. Therehas
been little if any emphasis on soil and water conservation; in fact not only
market factors but also government policies actually discourage it. For
example,underCalifomia'sarchaic water use laws,if afarmerdoesnotuse
his entire allotment of water in a given year,he loses his rightto the unused
portion in future years. This law works fine in England, where it originated,
but England usually has more water than it knows what to do with. while
California is a semi-desert. California taxpayers also subsidize massive
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water waste; Central Valley growers are allowed to buy water at $3.50 per
acre/foot. The cost of providing that water: $150 per acre/foot.
Similar idiotic
government practices
make soil conservation
impractical. Farm sub
sidies are paid based on
how much land is actu
ally in cultivation. If a
farmer leaves rows of
trees for windbreaks,
or plows in erosion
preventing contours
instead of long straight
rows, he stands to lose
thousands of dollars, in
many cases the differ
ence between staying
in business or not.
In the book
Farmland or Waste
land: A Time to
Choose, R. Neil
Sampson says, "We
stand, in most places
on earth, only six
inches from desoola
tion, for that is the
thickness of the topsoil
layer upon which the
entire life of the planet
depends." Current agricultural practices are capable of wiping out that
layer in 50 to 100 years, and there are places in America where that has al
ready happened. Traditional farming put nutrients back into the soil at
more or less the same rate it took them out; now we rely on chemical stimu
lants to extract every last bit of nourishment, apparently on the assumption
that when its present fertility is exhausted, we will have devised still more
potent fertilizers, or, failing that, will simply move on to other land.
As long as huge sections of the United States lay empty, there might
have been some logic in that reasoning, but that is no longer the case, and
in land use as in so many other areas, we are beginning to run up against our
limits. In fact, the continual westward expansion of our agriculture has
greatly exacerbated the other main element in the coming food crisis: the
shortage of water.
The eastern United States normally receives enough rain to sustain
large-scale farming, but much of the land there has long since been taken
out of production by wholesale urbanization and pollution. From about the
middle of the country on westward, rainfall amounts steadily diminish, and
except for a narrow strip along the northwest Pacific coast, farming must
rely on artificial irrigation and the mining of ground water.
This create a vicious circle; the greater demand for water, the
deeper the wells have to be sunk, the farther the canals have to be dug, the
more electricity is needed to power the pumps. And how are all those
expenses to be met? Why, by bigger and more productive farms, of course.

Some areas of California's Central Valley have sunk as much as 25
feet because of excessive pumping of the ground water. The Ogallala
Aquifer, which is the
principal source of wa
ter for most of the Great
Plains, may well be ex
hausted within our life
times. Adding to the
problem, much of the
water we do have availr---...11.1��"-·'1 able is being rendered
unusable by pollution.
Chemical farming is of
course a major source
of water pollution. All
the herbicides, pesti
cides, and fertilizers
added to the soil are
eventually carried off
by the water used to irri
gate it. In a relatively
· small and self-contained eco-system like
the Central Valley, it
doesn't take long for
water and soil to build
1 up to dangerously toxic
levels. Add to that the
industrial pollution of
our large urban areas,
much of which goes
directly into our waterways, and perhaps worst of all, the rapidly increasing
incidence and severity of acid rain, which is poisoning even those lakes and
rivers so remote as to have once been thought invulnerable to the ravages
of civilization.
Still another factor in the destruction of both soil and water by pol
lution is our practice of dealing with all of our waste products in the same
way, operating under the principle of out of sight, out of mind. Examine
the contents of a typical rubbish container, and you will find that perhaps
a third to a half of it is organic material that could be returned to the soil to
help replenish it. An equal amount might consist of paper, metal, glass,
things that could easily be recycled. And the remainder will be various
plastic and chemical hybrids that have a half-life of ten million years and
probably should never have been manufactured in the first place.
The conventional practice is to take this whole jumble and dump it
somewhere where it won't do anyone any good, and the toxic components
will often end up doing a lot of harm. A similar shortsightedness is applied
in dealing with liquid waste. Much of it could be returned to the earth as
organic soil nutrients; instead we mix it together with the foulest toxic
wastes and write the whole mess off, including, eventually, the waterway
into which we dump it.
At this point some sort of food crisis is nearly inevitable; even if we
start today to make all the necessary changes in our agricultural practices
(something which in reality is not likely to happen until some sort of
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obvious calamity shocks people into action), we are not going to be able to
continue producing and consuming food so profligately. Those who stand
to suffer the most are the ones who assume that they will always be able just
to stroll into Safeway and pick up whatever they need, and those fanners
who have mortgaged their futures to agricultural techniques that are rapidly
becoming obsolete and self-defeating.
One absolute essential is that we reduce our agriculnn-e to a
manageable scale, not just back to the old-fashioned family farm, though
that would be a step in the right direction, but to the point where back yards
and vacant lots all over our cities begin producing things more useful than
ornamental (and extremely wasteful) lawns and shrubberies. Our present
system of mass-producing food in one location and then trucking it all over
the place is insane; not only is the amount of energy thus squandered un
conscionable, but it leaves· us dangerously dependent on a system of
transportation that could be rendered useless by even a brief interruption in
our oil supply.
Closer to home, it never ceases to amaze ine that a place like
Mendocino County, with a rich soil and abundant water supply, produces
almost none of its own food. Instead we rely on stale and overpriced
produce grown hundreds of miles away and which comes to us by way of
San Francisco, of all places. If anything we should be supplying San Fran
cisco with food, not the other way around. And a trucker's strike or a
collapsed highway could leave us pretty hungry in no time at all.
A good starting point for the development of local agriculrure
would be the rapidly growing market for organic produce. Public con
sciousness of the dangers of chemically grown food is rapidly increasing,

The Good Food Store, in the heart of beautiful downtown Layton
ville, has existed in one form or another for quite a few years now. Originally
it was a co-op; when that seemed to no longer be working, it was turned into
a more conventionally run business by a private owner, and in 1986 passed
into the hands of its current proprietor, Desmond Grossman. It's the only
place in Laytonville offering natural foods and organic fruits and vegetables,
and its continued existence in such a small community is somewhat of a
minor miracle, and one that a lot of us are grateful for. Desmond agreed to
talk to the LOOKOUT about how he keeps that miracle alive.

LOOKOUT: What first attracted you to the natural foods business?

Desmond: Probably being a consumer myself, and enjoying food. I really
enjoy food.

How long have you been eating natural or organic foods yourself?
I'd say... 15 years.

Are you a vegetarian?

I eat fish and poultry, also.

How did you happen to come to Laytonvllle of all places?

I was looking for land that I could buy that wasn't out of my reach.

What year was that?

1980.

You've had the store slnceAugust of1986. How's ltbeen golng so far?

Well, it's been going... Sales have been dropping each year. The first six
months I owned it, it was okay. but the next year it really started dropping.

Do you have any Ideas about why?

Well, the lack of money. This is a very poor county.

But why would It suddenly get poorer?

I do believe that CAMP had a very great effect on it.

Would you say then that a significant portion of your customers are
affected by the ups and downs In the marijuana Industry?

I'd say they're definitely affected by it. I feel like a lot of people have moved
away, and also a lot of people have less money to spend.

So do you see a future for yourself In this area, or In the natural foods
buslneH at all?
I see a future with less money.

Where do you get most of your food from?

I get it from a produce distributor, who buys it all over the country, including
Baja California.

and even huge supermarket chains like Raley's and Safeway are starting to
offer organic food. Because the north coast has been relatively untouched
by pollution, either of the urban or agriculnn-al variety, we have the ability
to produce large amounts of food organically, something few other regions
of California are able to do any longer.
We could very easily supply most of our own needs, and possibly
become a net exporter of food rather than an importer. If nothing else, those
who take the trouble now to develop a back yard garden, or an acre or two,
if they're lucky enough to have the land, will probably see a day when
they 're better off than their neighbor who spent all his energy growing pot
or working at the mill.
On a society-wide basis, we need to make major changes; there's
no denying that. Among them are the elimination of all toxic herbicides and
pesticides, a ban or a severe limitation on the production of non-biodegrad
able materials, mandatory recycling of all waste products, sustained yield
management of our water resources, and the end of subsidies to massive
corporate-run farms. We also need to increase people's consciousness
about what they put into their bodies and to help them realize that fresh,
whole foods are better both for them and for society as a whole.
If we wait for the rest of the country to instirute these changes, we 're
going to be in deep trouble. The best thing we can do is to begin learning
how to provide for ourselves in a healthy, ecologically balanced manner,
and in the process demonstrate to others how much better things work that
way. But it's important that we get started now. Otherwise, things could
get pretty hungry around here.

Where doe11 your distributor operate out of?

He operates out of Leggett. He has some food shipped over to the airport,
and I think he buys some at the Farmer's Market in San Francisco, and he
goes to different farmers, also.

How much of what you sell ls grown locally?

At this time of year (late March - Ed.), almost nothing. In the summer, I'd
say maybe about 1 0 per cent... Not much...

Why ltO little? Don't most people around here have gardens?

Yes, but most people tend to grow ii for themselves, and I think maybe they
give ii away to their friends. I haven't been approached by a lot of people.
I know that when Dae (previous owner-Ed.) had the store, somebody tried
to start a Farmer's Market and do it outside, in front of the store, and the
landlord didn't want that done because of the liability that would involve him.

By the way, have you managed to flt In pretty well with the downtown
Laytonvllle business community?

I don't talk a lot with a lot of the business people. I'm guess I'm a little bit
isolated in that way, as far as working with the rest of the businesses. I've
been approached by one person to join the Chamber of Commerce. and the
approach that was used on me was very off-putting, so I decided not to join.

Off-putting? In the sense that you'd better Join or something bad
might happen?

It felt like they were trying to shame me into joining, and I just said, that's not
the way to approach me. I felt like I was being blamed for not joining, and
the attitude was just, too strange...

Do you feel there is much of Laytonvi/le business community, or is It
everyone for his or her self?

I don't feel it's real strong, myself. I feel it's more every person for himself,
although some people would like maybe to take on the job of gathering the
businesses together to form a more positive image for Laytonville.

What kind of Image do you think Laytonvllle has now?

From dealing with the people, I think the people are positive. I don't deal with
everybody. The people that shop here, most of them have, to me, a positive
image. Positive in lhatlhey are interested in what's happening, in taking part
in political things, and they're caring about what's going on around here.

You said a lot of people•e.m to have moved away or have been forced
out Are you speclflcal/y referring to, say, familles, and people who
came here as part of the back to the land movement?
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I would say very much so. There are some large families that have moved
away, that did a lot of shopping here.
And who ..•m• to be taking their places?
Hmmm... Couples, singles... Ifs not quite covering what is lost. There are
people moving in, but there's a lot of people moving out. I'd say mostly
moving outSo you think the actual populatlon Is declining?
I think so, especially since the larger families started moving away.
Some people have obsfllWd that a lot of the new people moving In
tend to be those who are primarily Interested In growing pot and
making quick bucks. Is It possible that thoH people wouldn't be as
likely to be your custome,. anyway?
I really couldn't say what people are doing that move up here. There are
people that have moved up that have asked me for jobs, so it feels like
they're trying to scrape out a living up here, so it's not necessarily true that
they're au drug related.
You aid that you'd have to look forward to s future with less money.
Does that mean that you are committed to staying here In business In
Laytonville?
I'm committed to as long as my lease holds out, which is three more years,
but which isn't guaranteed. I could be ousted within six months of being told
that I have to move.
So It's a little bit uncertain._ I assume If you lost your lease that means
you'd leave l.aytonvllle?
Unless I could get some kind of support from the community... I don't think
I could get a loan to open a new store. I couldn't afford it.
So, nsumlng that marl/usna Is not going to come back •• the
msln•tay of the economy the way It once was, what do you see for the
future of the local economy? Are they Just going to keep cutting the
trees until they're all gone and then people will move sway, or maybe
go work on the oil rigs 1
There are quite a few cottage industries developing here. People are
making jewelry, and working on electronics, caretaking, building... I think
those people that are here now, most of them can eke out a living somehow.
Do you see any potential for am a/I-scale, or even larger-scale farming?
I do. The climate is pretty tough for a lot of crops. I hear there's a potential
for seed crops, because we're an isolated community, and there's no pollen
that's going to come from other farms to pollinate the seeds and throw them
off.
That would seem to make It a good place for organic growing, also, the
fact that we're fairly Isolated from most pollutants and there hasn't
been s whole lot of chemical-style farming anywhere near here.
Yeah, I agree. I think organic gardening would be a great thing here. The
soil is pretty tough. It's a lot of clay...
Yeah, from my own experience, It takes a while to get started, but we
seem to have flWHlr of the pests that bother farmers other places, It's
easier to control them naturally, and at least I personally have had very
good luck with almost all of the crops I've tried. I'm wondering If
possibly that the much higher prices that organic produce commands
would make up for the dlfflcu/tles posed by the poorer soil and harsher
cl/mate here._
I would hope so also. As far as prices being up there for organic produce,
it puts off the people that would like organic produce but can't afford it, so
they buy commercial. Which I think that some of my customers have ended
up doing, in fact, some have told me so; they just can't afford the prices.
Since th• prices are so much higher for organic, /sn't there room for
fraud? I• there a problem with farm•,. claiming their stuffs organic
whttn It's not?
My distributor has affidavits from CCOF, the Califomia Certified Organic
Farmers, for all the farms he's buying from. If I ever need any certification
forms, he's more than willing to give them to me.
And you'r• fairly confld•nt In the testing process of the CCOF?
I'd say they're fairly stringent. From what I've heard, they have an inspector
go to each farm once a year, and the soil is tested every three years. But
it is taken on the word of the farmer that they haven't sprayed for at least one
year prior, or used any poisons or non-organic fertilizers.
I assume that locally you pretty much have to take the word of the
farmer, since local farmers don't have cert/flcatlon yetm
That's true. I only know of one certified organic farm here locally. I just met
the person who owned it, and he's only brought in a few things so far. I asked
him about what certification costs and what it's necessary to do. The
information I got was from him. He also told me that you have to wait one
year after they've tested your soil before you can sell your stuff as organic.
It costs. $60 to <:ertify up to 20 acres, which isn't as expensive as I thought
it was.

Tell us s /ltt/e about what the advantages of organic food are._ You've
been eating it for quite a whl/e; have you noticed a difference?
I can't say I've noticed that much difference, I've just noticed that I feel like
my body's in good shape... Otherwise, I have no proof. no real proof... I don't
get sick very often... I like the taste of organic produce as compared to most
comercial produce. There's usually not very much taste in commercial
produce.
Maybe It's Just my lmsg/nstlon, but It seems to me that In the last
couple of years commercial produce has tended to gttt much more
bland. I Just recently compared some commercial and organic atraw
berr/es, and the commercial variety are, almost without exception,
nearly tasteless. I s/sQ noticed that with the tomatoes you had last
year, the ones Rob•rt was growing, that thtty were a whol• new
experience In tomato eating, especially compared with what you could
get at Safeway... On another subject, are you familiar with any of the
potential problems In commercial chem/cal-based agriculture?
I'm not sure... I think that the yield from commercial farms really isn't that
much larger than what you can get from an organic farm. It might take less
manpower to obtain the same amount of crop, but as far as other costs, I
don't think there is much difference at all.
I've been doing some reeding lately on that subject, and It does take
considerably less manpower. It takes an ever-Increasing amount of
energy, though, In the form of fossil fuels to make fert/llztll'tl, to pump
water from dfleper and deeper underground, and It seems to be
reaching a point of diminishing returns...
That's correct. In fact, I've read that in the Sacramento Valley, the topsoil
is just disappearing. It's getting harder and harder to get the yields they used
to get. The groundwater is getting full of pesticides... I don't know... They're
killing the people, killing the land...
They're a/so depleting the groundwater so much that the ground It.self
has dropped ss much as 25 feet In some places... So this kind of stuff
Is what got me Interested In the subject. It seems very likely that a lot
of this fertile, this once very fertile land Is going to be deaert, probably
within our lifetimes. I'm kind of concerned about where our food Is
going to come from.
From what my produce man says, the organic farms are starting to get larger
and larger. There are going to be larger organic farms because they are
making it right now, and they do see a future. More and more people are
interested in organic foods, and the farms are starting to thrive...
I see where even some of th• big supermarket chains are starting to
sell organic produce...
That's right, because there are larger organic growers and distributors.
There are farms that put their name on organic produce that's grown all over
the state, so there are starting to be mega-organic farms...
Do you think that's a positive trend, or would you prefer to eee small
family farms?
Well, they are small family farms that are distributed through a larger
company. It's not like one large farm all by itself, it's farms from all over the
state sendlng their produce to one place where it's packaged and distributed
under the name of one organic farmer.
Would you think, though, that the best way would be the very trsdl
tlonal way, where people grow their own produce In their own blo
reglon, and bring It to the central market town for sale? It'd be fresher,
and a lot more efficient... And guarantee local employment••
I agree. Totally. It's really hard work to grow a garden, and I think that might
put a lot of people off. It's hard to gel the retum that one puts into it, as far
as lime and effort.
There have been claims by some local business peopl• that nobody
around this sreals willlng to work, that they're only Interested In easy
money like dope growing or welfare••• Does that seem to be true, or do
you think they're exaggerating?
Well, farming is very hard physical work, and I think that people would look
for something that isn't so hard and yet would get the same amount of
money. I think that's the problem. I don't have any problem with my
employees. I have people asking me for jobs all the time.
So, to sum this up, you're here to stay In l.aytonv//le for as long ss you
can... If you can't make It In l.aytonvi/le, are you going to stay In the
food business elsewhere, or are you going to try some whole otherllne
of work?
I enjoy the food business... and the people here, actually... Since I'm not
really puttting any money in my pocket, I must enjoy it; otherwise I'm a
masochist. I really enjoy what I'm doing, but that can't last forever, because
I'm not putting money In my pocket. I don't see moving to another place and
doing another food thing. I'll stay here as long as I can, as long as the money
holds out for me. Right now, I feel like I'm staying.
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We are all guinea pigs in a giant experiment involving pesticides,
herbicides, radiation fallout, and industrial toxins. We all experience some
exposure without our knowledge or permission; some of us experience
health problems as a result and some die prematurely. Our government is
not a reliable protector and is often suspected of collusion with the
producers of these poisons. Unfortunately, most universities are also
suspected of accepting (and coming to depend on) grants from industries
that generate pollutants.
We all deserve a clean environment. We the public must develop
our own pollution measurement laboratory to get the necessary information
promptly and free of political bias. MERL will be such a facility. We propose
a modern scientific laboratory, located in Mendocino, to assist the public
and its environmental organizations with accurate, reliable and timely data.
Eventually MERL will be able to offer a consulting service to industry to
develop pollution-free processes.
MERL is a nonprofit, public interest, tax exempt organization.
Many local scientifically trained people have agreed to assist in establishing
the lab. We need the support of everyone. Won't you join us?
MERL: PO Box 182, Mendocino CA 95460
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The LOOKOUT is published whenever I feel like it, which
usually works out to somewhere beween monthly and yearly. You
can subscribe by sending the price that's printed on the cover for
however many issues you want. In case you can't remember what it
was, here are the prices again:
North America: $1
Europe, South America: $2
Asia, Australia, Africa: $3
Any place else that I forgot, your guess is as good as mine. The
address:
1/_.iflJ /{J) !Jr(]) /J/1/'
PO Box 1000
Laytonville CA 95454

Me, I'm Lawrence Livermore, and I publish this rag. Any
thing that doesn't have someone else's name on it was probably
written by me.
P.S. A lot of the photos that aren't credited are by Murray Bowles.
fhe good ones, that is.
,J
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growers, who are now being more or le� forced out.
Yeah, it does resemble that. There's a trend toward that everyplace.
There's a trend toward bigger and bigger businesses. The smaller busi
nesses are dying out because they can't compete with larger ones and they
can't generate the kind of economy that the larger ones can, they're not as
obsessed with power as the larger ones are, and they're getting ground up
in the shuffle. I think that in this area, it's a ghetto economy. The place feels
like any ghetto I've been in. We were talking about that a while back, about
the attitude ofnot being willing to do what ittakes to make a change. Maybe
because of a Jack of belief that you can. Or because, you know, you have,
and your family has, all the way back, always been poor and barely getting
by, so you figure, "How's it going to be any different with me?" So it
continues and it perpetuates itself.
This trend toward bigger and bigger businesses, we've seen that locally
with logging being taken over by out of state mega-corporations, who
seem to have much less of a sense of responslbllty about what happens
to our environment and our economy. Isn't the same thing Ukely to
happen when you have huge farms run by corporations?
Well, I don't know, it depends on who's running those corporations. If it
was me running them, it would be a real interesting organic farm, but on a
large scale. That was one thing I realized from growing here, that it was too
small to make any money at. Some of the stores and places that I was trying
to sell to didn't want to buy from me because I couldn't produce enough
volume. They said, '1t's not worth it, buying ten or twenty dollars worth
of stuff. If you can give me 400 pounds of carrots, large quantities of stuff,
it'd be worth our time, but otherwise not." So there's a problem of scale.
If you're too small, you can't make a Jiving, and then you've got to do it as
a hobby or a labor of love. What I'm realizing is that if I'm going to
continue doing this organic thing, I'm going to do like I 0, 20, maybe 30
acres, do the same thing with raised beds except that I'll use a tractor with
a backhoe to dig the beds instead of doing it by hand. And I'll hire other
people, and it might very well tum into a corporate farm, I mean I would
not turn down the idea of having 10,000 acres in production. That wouldn't
bother me a bit. I wouldn't feel that it was degrading. That attitude has got
a lot to do with things around here. That it's like beneath my dignity to do
these things, because if I get too big, I'm going to become the capitalist
establishment....
That hasn't stopped the pot growers. ..
Well, that's not a mini-business. You can do it in your closet and make
enough money to buy your property at the end of the year.
You mentioned 10, 20, 30 acres... Do you think you could make a living
from that? Because a lot of people around here have at least that much
land...
Oh yeah. I think if somebody had 5 acres. If it was me, I think about 10
acres would be a good amount of land ...
Whereas according to the Department of Agriculture, a family farm
nowadays has to be upwards of 300 acres to be self-sufflclent...
Well, the way they're doing it. But the people in theMidwesthave the same
kind of attitude, or have had the same kind of attitude as the people around
here when it comes to growing things. Back there they grow com, oats,
soybeans, wheat, whatever .... but those crops aren't selling. They 're a glut
on the market and they're getting paid not to grow. But you're not getting
people who are changing the things that they 're growing. It's just like here,
pot is the big crop, people always say, "Yeah, let's grow that, we'll make
a lot of money at it." Well, if they want to turn into some kind of anned
camp and fight the law, they can continue to do that. But the emphasis is
shifting. So if these same people are could focus that energy on growing
other crops that would fit in with the changing economy, it would work. and
I think it would work on a large or on a small scale. Scale is just ll matter
of how big your dreams are. There's a man who's doing a lot of study on
mini-farming, his name is John Jeavons, over in Willits, and he's written
a book on how to grow more vegetables in Jess space than you ever thought
possible. It's a real good book, and one that I use a lot as a reference.
Basically what he's talking about is less than an acre, and he's saying you
can make maybe ten or twenty thousand dollars a year in an eight month
season, growing on an acre or less. It's a matter of managing your ground,
research and planning, thinking ft."'1 being creative, and that's a factor that's
Jacking in this society, that creativity. You know, what do you do when

everything you've known all your life isn't working or never has worked?
Are you going to do something about it, or are you going to just continue
to keep doing it? I think a lot of people in this area keep doing something
that might have worked in the 60s but doesn't work anymore. But they're
still going to the Grateful Dead concerts, and they're still acting like they
were back then, and it doesn't work. People have to change a little bit. That
doesn't mean they have to put on a suit and go work in the city, but it means
deciding what will work in the 80s instead of what was working back then,
because it just isn't working any more, and I can see it every day around
here. It's like there's no change; this is a dead economy here. If I was
depending on Laytonville for making my money, I would be crazy, because
there's no support for it here.
So you've been forced out of the farming business this year by the
drought...
Well, yeah the drought, the fact that I don't own my own property and I
would have to put it a well to get adequate water, and I guess the other thing
is that on the scale I'm doing it, there isn't enough money in it to be able
to support the effort. We're doing this other food thing, with the bakery,
and it's taking more effort and money, which makes it hard to be out there
working 40 hours a week on the garden.
Are you planning on returning to farming?
Oh, I'd like to do it, but I don't think I'm going to do it in this location,
because my general feeling here is that if Laytonville's been here for a
hundred years and nothing's happened, I'm not going to wait for
another hundred years. I've got to go with the flow, I've got to go some
place where something can take place. I don't know where that is.
Maybe it's in Laytonville, on another piece of property.
Have you felt at all welcomed by the local business community?
I don't have a whole bunch of contact. I'm just doing what I'm doing. I
sold to the Good Food Store, and for a little while I sold to Geiger's, and
then they didn't want to do it anymore because, you know, they're pretty
much mainstream, they just want to order from Chico Produce and have it
delivered. They don't want to buy locally...
Geiger's stopped buying locally?
Well, they did from me, because I'd go in there, and I• d have this stuff, and
they'd either say it was because the people wouldn't eat it - which is
something I've noticed here, that it's got to be the mainstream crops,
because if it's just a little bit weird people won't sell it - but as far as the
business community, the contacts that I had lead me to believe there's
going to have to be a bit of change if any kind of new business is going to
develop hP.re. Like when we looking for a place to set our bakery up, I
looked a' all these pieces of commercial property. And you know, we were
going to supply jobs for people in the area, the same way we were with the
garden. I put ads in the paper for people to work, and out of two years worth
of ads I got maybe ten calls. None of them really turned out. The few people
that did come by lasted for one or two days, and then never came back. The
attitude from the property owners was that a lot of them dido't want to make
any waves. Most of their systems were substandard and they weren't
willing to put the effort into upgrading, so essentially I gave up on the idea
of putting the bakery here in Laytonville.
When you talk about substandard systems, you're•••
Well, like septic systems... It's the lack of progress, inertia... "I don't want
to make any waves, because I might have to change things. I'm comfort
able, satisfied to keep on doing what I'm doing." So everything just keeps
on going the way it is. So we have one business that could have employed
a lot of people here, that's going to be leaving this town as soon as possible.
I'm glad that we didn't put it here, because we never would have found
anyone to work for us. The garden business I had to sell mostly everything
out of town. The peoplehere aregreat, it's a good community, but it's either
for people that have a lot of money or people that are always going to be
poor. You have to accept it the way it is, not expect a lot of change. Maybe
change is for other places, and this is for people who don't want change.
Maybe that's why they're here. I'm not necessarily one of those people. I
always want to change things. There's this attitude that, "Oh, it's so
beautiful here, and we should just be one with nature," and I agree with that
in some ways, but nature doesn'tjust sit there. It grows, and things change,
and they're constantly changing and growing. And the people that are part
of it have to do that, too, be creative with their environment. Otherwise
you're just going to get rolled over by the people that are.
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Robert's Organic Gardens
All last summer and well into the fall,/ enjoyed, thanks to the Good
Food Store, some of the best fruits and vegetables I had ever tasted. They
were all organic, and though they weren't cheap, they were well worth the
price. I was amazed when Desmond told me that some of them were grown
right here in Laytonville, just down the road, in fact, at a place called
Robert' sOrganicGardens. Robert seemed to be doing a good job of it, and
as spring a.rrived, I was looking forward to an.other season of his excellent
crops. I also thought he might have some pointers for others who don't
think it's possible to successfully farm in this a.rea.
But here the story takes a sad turn. As it happens,•the drought of
the past two years has made it impossiblefor Robert todo hisfarm this year,
and he may find it necessary to leave the a.rea. He's kind of discouraged
with the way things have worked out, but I still thought his experiences
might be of value to others with more reliable water supplies and the
ambition to follow in his footsteps. He's also got afew comments to make
on the naJure of the local economy and culture. Some of your ears may be
burning before you get to the bottom of these pages.

LOOKOUT: All right, so of all the things you could get Involved with,
why organic farming?
Robert: Well, I've always had gardens. My grandfather was Sicilian. and
every year I'd see him working in his garden. It fascinated me, and I was
always interested in gardening one way or another. I lived in Marin for 15
years, and I would always try and have some kind of a garden for myself
because I enjoy doing it. I guess that's kind of a background, but when I
came up here, I saw what the condition of this area was, and I realized that
there were very few opportunities to make a legitimate living. And so I
figur�d, well, the ground here was really good, and I had a highway
location, and I thought, well, growing food, that might be something,
everyone needs food no matter what the economy's like. And with the
attitude of people in this area, I figured organic would probably go over
relatively well. Not all of them, I mean the older people probably not as
much as the newer people. Primarily I just wanted to do something I was
interested in, and something that might plug into a functional kind of
economy. My partner is a baker, and she felt the same way; we started the
bakery business (Dee-Dee's Delights-Ed.) together for the same reason.
Things that could be used in the community that don't require us to do the
standard "Let's go work for Bailey-Geiger's-English Muffin-Laytonville
Inn or grow pot" kind of jobs. I've never worked for other people, so I
didn't consider doing that. This is the first time I've commercially done a
garden, though it's just the most recent one of a string of projects I've done.
Do you generally eat organic things yourself?
No, not really. I mean, in a lot of ways, I wouldn't go into an organic food
store and buy produce because I think it's overpriced. The quality of the
product, visually speaking, is poor, the prices too high, and the mindset of
the people who are into organic foods a lot of times turns me off. There's
a very holier-than-thou attitude about it. Organic food, yeah, I think it's
good, because, I mean, why waste money on pesticides, because I don't feel
like I need them. I 've had bug problems, but it really wasn't anything that
was overwhelming. I could see where large scale growers might have more
of a problem, but in a small scale garden, I don't think those kind of
products are necessary. It's a little more work in some ways, but it's better
for the product and better for the ground. It's just better for my head, really;
I don't want to have to be worrying about pesticides on sruff. But as far as
buying the sruff, no, I don't remember the last time I bought anything at an
organic food store.
Do you yourself charge higher prices for the produce you sell because
It's organic?
I charge the going rate. Basically what I've done is I ask the store I'm
selling to what they're paying. lf l think the price they're paying is too high,
I'll sell to them at whatever I think is a fair price. Normally I don't sell for
more than the going rate unless I think the going rate is too low, in which

case I'll just go to somebody who pays what I think the product is worth.
You said you found the soil was relatively good here?
Well, in this particular location itis. I don't know about the rest of the area...
It seems to be commonly thought that the soil isn't very good here and
that's one reason people give for not growing more of their own food...
Uh-huh. Well, I think that's not a very good reason, because if somebody
really wants to do it, it doesn't matter whether the ground is good or bad
because you're putting in the same amount of work and you're improving
the ground no matter what; if you're lucky you might not have to add as
much... When I was doing fertilizers, I'd do a soil test on every bed, and
add fertilizers according to what the soil test was, and I don't think I was
adding any more than I would otherwise. I might not have needed to add
as much compost in some other places, but in general I think it's a copout
when people say that. It's probably because they're too lazy to do it. It's
.a lot of work.
It's been my experience that you can grow very good things here. You
do have to add compost...
you have to do that anyplace. Anybody that expects to just stick something
in the ground and have it grow is looking for the easy way out
You mentioned fertlll7-ers ... What kind of fertilizers did you use?
Well, the first year I was here I got a lot of blood meal for nitrogen and I
was using either soft phosphate for phosphorus, and bone meal and green
sand. Those were just about the only fertilizers that I used. I used a little
bit of shell lime because the soil was too acid. I didn't go into any of the
trace nutrients because I figured I'd let them take care of themselves.
So it's your impression that any number of people around here could
grow their own food or food for sale?
Yeah. There are people in New York City doing it on landfill. You see it
in San Francisco on vacant lots. It's mostly a matter of the work that you
want to put into something. If you're looking to make a million bucks at
it, it's the wrong business, though.
Desmond (Good Food Store) tells me, though, that only 10 per cent of
his produce Is grown locally... Why do you supose that ls?
I suppose laziness has got something to do with that. Being spoiled by the
cash value of the pot crops, and not being willing to put the same effort into
something that doesn't make that grandiose amount of money. Ignorance.
Being unwilling to f igure out what it is you have to do and how you have
to do it. Just not being willing to put in the effort.
I've been reading about modern agricultural methods, and to me It
looks as If we're headed for a real crisis. I'm sort of concerned about
whether the corporate farms In the Central Valley and the Midwest
are going to be able to continue to produce large yields offood, and that
we may In fact be experiencing food shortages In this country within
our lifetimes. Do you think that's what It would take to get people here
to ngure out how to grow their own food?
Well, I don't know if that 'II make any difference, because the same people
are going to be here. I mean the surroundings might change, but the
surroundings have changed considerably in the last number of years. If
we're talking specifically about this community, I'm not really in touch
with the trends of this community. But I don't really see a lot of desire or
impetus for change. Somebody showed me a little book that told me that
Laytonville's been here for over a hundred years, and I was amazed that this
town has been here that long, considering the lack of progress that's been
made here. I don't mean high rises and condos, I mean just normal
progress. You've still got just two or three main employers, and I don't see
any real change. In the time I've been here, I haven't noticed any drastic
amount of improvement. Except that the growers are leaving.
I've also noticed that; It seems almost like a throwback to colonial or
even medieval days, where a couple of families run everything and
everyone else's lives sort of revolve around that central power struc
ture, sort of llke the serfs and the lord of the manor. Exceptfor the pot
growers, who are now being more or less forced out,
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In his novel A Scanner Darkly, Philip K. Dick paints a bleak por
trait of a Mure society almost completely oriented around drugs.
Nearly everyone was either a junkie or a narcottcs agent. and
quite a few people worked both sides of the fence, Privacy was
almost nonexistent; surveillance techniques had developed to
the point where not only could your entire home be monitored
for audio and video. but even your thoughts and dreams were
within reach of the brain police. The funny thing was that the
same government that kept arresting people for drugs was also
manufacturing and selling them. Is this beginning to sound famll
iar?
Recent public opinion polls claim that the American people
consider drug abuse the number one problem facing this coun
try. This Isn't surprising, considering that you can hardly open a
newspaper or turn on a TV without being subjected to horror
stories about Uzi-toting twelve year-old crack dealers making a
free-lire zone out of our Inner cities. Pollttclans are falling all over
themselves making sanctimonious pronouncements about how
many new prisons they'll build, how many new narcs they'll hire,
how many divisions of Marines they'U throw into the all-out war
on drugs.
It's one of those Issues that there's no serious debate about,
because no one wants to be seen as being In favor of drugs.
If one candidate recommends that all suspected dope
t/1" dealers be summarliy machine-gunned, his opponent wlll
ti' counter that vicious criminals shouldn't be mollycoddled,
and that they should Instead be hacked to death with.dull
machetes. You don't think that the search and seizure
provisions of the Constitution should be suspended,
• you're not sure the government should have the right to
examine your bodily fluids for evidence of drug use? Fine,
• you're probably one of those creeps getttng rich selllng
ot� heroin to grade schoolers.
With drugs so much on everyone's mind, with
billions of dollars annually going Into drug enforcement.
�
I
O �O
• with billions more dollars being spent on drug rehabllltaJ} C)
tion centers and prisons, you'd think we·d be well on our
f.\ t"J
'.'- ..
way to solving the problem. Almost every day you hear
•
�
about the cops or the coast guard grabbing a few million
bucks worth of cocaine from would-be smugglers. Our
......._
prisons are crammed to overflowning with drug offenders.
And anyone from preschool age on up has by now been
,...
'\ subjected to the ubiquitous Big Mother Nancy Reagan
\ and her pursed-lip •Just Say No" program.
So what have we accomplished? Well. today you
can score a gram of cocaine for half of what It cost a
year or two ago, hardly a day goes by that someone
sn't murdered over drugs In San Francisco or Oakland,
and cities all over America are going broke arresting and
•
ocking people up for trying to make a living the only waythey
n. There·s much pious outrage over the handful of successful
"drug lords" cruising the ghettoes In their Rolls Royces and Mer
cedes (as we know. such perks are properly meant only for respect
able businessmen like stock brokers and investment bankers), but for
the vast majority of the so-called • crack barons,· reality Is a tedious.
mind-numbing. and paranoid struggle to get through another day In
one piece and with maybe a couple of hubbas to ease the pain of
a grim and unrewarding existence that offers lit11e hope for Improve
ment.
Sure. there are incredible fortunes being made in cocaine.
But how much do you think trickles back down into the projects?
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America
Bock when Mendocino and Humboldt were flush with marijuana
money. It was obvious; real estate prices booming. TV satellite dishes
springing up on remote hillsides, new stores and restaurants flourish
Ing in towns that used to get by on one mom-and-pop diner cater
Ing to the loggers and truckers. Anybody noticed on urban renol&
sonce In East Oakland or on the downside of Potrero HIii?
So forget the media hype about the eight year-old paying for
his Snickers bar with a hundred dollar bill. And don't fret about his
fourteen year-old brother plunking down 60 grand In cash for o fine
Germon automobile. That's chump change In the cocaine trade.
The guys who ore raking In the big bills don't make cameos on the six
o'clock news, they don't get hauled In to the cop shop In the weekly
"biggest drug bust In history,· and they sure as hell don't spend their
time In the hellholes that brutally insane drug policies hove mode out
of huge sections of our cities.
The real drug lords run this country. They control its foreign
policy to the point where they con employ US troops to protect their
interests. Six months from now one of them may be sitting In the White
House. You're worried because some block kid would rather toke his
chances dealing crock than work for McDonald's at four bucks on
hour (assuming he ·s lucky enough to even hove that ·opportunity")?
That's your version of a notional crisis? 55.000 young Americans and
a quarter of o million Vietnamese died In o foiled attempt to protect
the CIA's heroin pipeline. Any time the government thinks It con get
away with It, It'll do the same thing over cocaine. But that's different.
That's "notional security."
We close down libraries and hospitals to get money to hire
cops and buildjoHs. We chip away at our constitutional rights and en
courage children to spy on their porents. We raise a generation for
whom the low represents only mindless brute force and corruptton.
We create powerful, almost Irresistible Incentives for millions of young
people to devote their minds and energies to a highly lucrotlve trade
which produces nothing of real value. and then seem surprised that
life Itself Is reduced to a very cheap commodity.
Those raised on a steady diet of Idealism and the convlctton
that American-style democracy Is a fundamentally noble institution
may have difficulty comprehending Just how thoroughly and Inextri
cably the business of illegal drug addiction is woven into our politics
and culture. If somehow cocaine, heroin, marijuana. and the rest of
the illicit pharmacoepio could be wiped off the earth tomorrow, the
result would be absolute havoc. There's no telling Just how many
North Americans would suddenly be unemployed; It would probably
number In the millions. But that would be insignificant compored to
what would happen to the third world. Colombia. Peru, Ecuador.

and BolMo would be Instantly bankrupt. and the ripple effect would
soon toke out half a dozen or more of their neighbors. Similar results
could be anticipated In Southeast Asia and the Middle East.
Already you're talking about a couple hundred million
people whose lives would be troglcolly disrupted. A good Republi
can. or o moraHsttc Jesse Jackson. might be able to shrug his
shoulders at that; after all, the reasoning goes. they've been traffick
ing In human misery and should be glad of the opportunity to do
something more productive with their lives.
And sooner or later the ones that didn't starve or get killed off
In civil wars would be better off; they could stop wasting their land
and their lives producing cash crops for export to the industrialized
nations (note: this holds true for coffee. sugar, and bananas as well
as coco, opium, and pot) and start producing food and similarly
useful things for themselves.
In the meanttme, though, we would hove seen the collapse
of the US and world monetary systems. US banks could not survive the
default of even a couple major South American debtor nations, and
most of those notions wouldn't have a chance in hell of paying even
the interest on their loans without the huge infusions of. drug money
that keep their economies afloat. The USA is. of course. the biggest
debtor nation in the history of civilization. and it could hardly go bust
without dragging down Japan. Europe and the rest of the financial
house of cards that odds up to late 20th century capitalism.
Add it all up and no wonder the leading lights of the establish
ment ore so hot to make all-out war on the drug trade, or rather on
that part of it which isn't under their control. They can't afford notto.
If a certain part of the cocaine coming into the country wasn't de
stroyed. prices would soon fall so low that the CIA would have trouble
funding its secret contra wars. the sun would be blotted out from the
Sky by the shadows of falling bankers and stockbrokers. and George
Bush might not be able to raise enough money to make a run at the
White House.
Taklng the profits out of cocaine by decriminalizing it is more
than common sense; It is absolutely essential if we wish to avoid
having society torn apart by the rampant gangsterism (much of It of
the official variety) now overtaking us. But even more important, we
need to create a society where life is not so frustrating and pointless
on affair that millions of people choose to deaden their bodies and
cloud their minds with poison. It's obvious why the members of
America's burgeoning underclass would use and traffic in drugs; it is
equally ominous that drug abuse is decimating the middle and
upper classes. the very people for whom the American dream would
appear to have come true.
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GUATEMALA: THE WAR NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT
by Mark Dreher
The American left has been fairly successful in revealing the
disastrous results of US foreign policy in El Salvador and Nicaragua. Yet
very few Americans are aware that a US-sponsored war in Guatemala has
claimed an estimated 150,000 lives, an enormous toll in such a tiny country.
The Guatemalan military has been at constant war with its own
people since 1954 when rightist elements in the army seized power with CIA
backing. In 1944 the dictator General Ubico had been overthrown by
progressive junior office, and there followed the "ten years of spring."
Guatemalans enjoyed reforms and national progress under the Areola and
Arbenz administrations. Arbenz, a progressive and staunch nationalist,
instituted many programs that benefitted the impoverished rural peasantry,
most notably in the area of land reform. Some of the first land taken for
redistribution to landless peasants was idle land "belonging" to the Boston
based United Fruit Company (whose Guatemalan holdings are now man
aged by Del Monte). UFCO, or"TheOctopus," as it was known to the locals,
was accustomed to being able to dictate its own terms to the Guatemalan
government. They were the country's largest employer, and controlled the
national rail system as well as the only Atlantic port. They were shocked at
Arbenz's "impudence," and called on highly-placed friends in Washington
for a solution to "the Guatemalan problem." The CIA and the State
Department, headed by the ubiquitous Dulles brothers, needed little
prompting. They too were concerned about the independent and nationalist
nature of the Arbenz government, and feared it would create a bad example
for other Lalin American nations.
They decided that Arbenz would have to be replaced by a leader
more friendly to US geopolitical and business interests. The time was right
for a coup. At home, McCarthyism had stirred up jingoistic sentiments of a
nation fresh from its success at defeating German and Japanese fascism
and now relishing its role as leader of the free world. Anyone offering any
critique of any US policy was immediately branded a communist, something
considerably more awful than (though related to) child-eating satanist
sodomites. The new Eisenhower administration was significantly less shy
about interventionism than the previous Truman administration, who had
more less adhered to the"Good Neighbor" policy toward Latin America that

had developed during the FDR years. CIA confidence in covert operations
against overseas governments was strengthened by the successful coup it
engineered against the reformist Mossadegh government in Iran in 1953.
(Again the prime issue here was the interests of multinational corporations;
Mossadegh had committed the unpardonable sin of nationalizing foreign oil
companies so Iran could control its own resources. The result of the coup
was 25 years of general impoverishment and brutal rule by the Shah and his
Israeli-trained SAVAK secret police, conditions which led directly to the
Islamic Revolution of Ayatollah Khomeini.)
The year-long CIA destabilization campaign directed against
Arbenz is a textbook example of US interventionism, and its success
contributed to the brashness and overconfidence that would later lead to the
ill-conceived Bay of Pigs invasion against Castro's Cuba. The techniques
employed (Stephen Kinzer·s Bitter Fruit provides many of the gory details)
in Guatemala during the early 1950s are startlingly similar to those em
ployed against Nicaragua during the Reagan era. Almost daily the US
media relayed official denunciations of the "Soviet-controlled regime" in
Guatemala, as evidenced by Arbenz's social programs, especially his land
reform policy. Arbenz was accused of establishing a totalitarian state and
suppressing basic freedoms. American agents conducted sabotage mis
sions against Guatemala from neighboring Honduras and El Salvador (and
with the enthusiastic support of Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio Somoza).
CIA bribes and intrigues involving rightist elements in the Guatemalan
military and power structure built a solid fifth column within the country.
Propaganda campaigns, psychological warfare, false rumors disseminated
by radio, fliers, and word of mouth shook the populace. And an ineffectual
•contra· guerrilla force conducted raids near the Honduran border. Indeed,
Guatemala can be seen as a virtual laboratory for so-called "low-intensity
conflict," a strategy which emphasizes a mixture of military, political,
economic, and psychological pressure as an alternative to a direct US
invasion.
(Interesting footnote: One of the most active CIA agents in the anti
Arbenz campaign was E. Howard Hunt, later of Dallas, November 1963 and
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Watergate fame.)
Che Guevara was in Guatemala during the coup and applied the
lessons learned there in Cuba after the revolution. On of the important ones
was: disarm and disband the dictator's army and institute a people's army
loyal to the revolution. This was a lesson followed by Nicaragua and Costa
Rica, but not by Arbenz or Allende in Chile, with tragic consequences.
Some of the progressive junior officers fled to the mountains after
the coup and found refuge with the local indigenous population. Most
Guatemalans are pure-blooded Indians, but the money and power have
remained in the hands of a few, usually /adinos, those of a more European
heritage and inclination. The rural indigenous population was normally
apathetic about the political games and power struggles in the capital,
preferring a simpler life, living communally and close to the earth. But as
more and more of them began to be absorbed as indentured servants to the
great agro-export god, some of them broke away from their tendency to
passivity and started to actively struggle for their rights. Thus the fleeing
progressive officers found a ready audience in the mountains and the first
guer.!illa groups were formed.
The Castillo Armas •contra· regime, once installed, had proceeded
to return nationalized land to the United Fruit Company, grant any conces
sions desired by Washington, and unleash a terror campaign by the army
against the populace. A series of military dictatorships or proxies thereof
continued these policies through the 50s, 60s, and 70s. In the mid-60s, the
CIA was concerned that there might be a mass uprising in Guatemala so it
sent some of its best counter-insurgency experts there fresh from Vietnam.
By the end of the decade, they had assisted the Guatemalan army in
destroying the movement, resulting in the deaths of thousands of guerrillas,
sympathizers, would-be sympathizers, and innocent bystanders.
In 1977, Jimmy Carter announced that American foreign aid would
not be given to any government guilty of human rights abuse. Under this
criterion, aid to Guatemala was suspended, although in reality it meant that
weapons and training were instead funneled through Israel.
When Reagan took office, the suspension was lifted and aid
increased many times over. This was not because the human rights
situation had improved. It had in fact worsened. The blood flowed freely,
most notably during the maniacal rule of Colonel Rios Montt, an evangelical
right-wing fanatic. Jimmy Swaggart, Pat Robertson, and others from the
North American religious right started dozens of churches and food pro
grams which fit in nicely with the army's "pacification" policies. There was
US and Israeli advice on how to handle the insurgents, and the development
of "model villages• (after the Vietnam model) which tore indigenous people
away from their.land, culture, and way of life, and resembled, to varying
degrees, concentration camps. A person's entry and exit from the village
was regulated, as was employment status. Attendance at patriotic events
and service in the civil guard was required. Those inclined to grumbling were
dealt with quickly.
Where model villages and pacification did not work, terrorism did.
The first Latin American death squads appeared in Guatemala. Murder,
torture, kidnapping, summary execution, rape, mutilation, political imprison
ment, and beatings became commonplace. The army's victims were
political activists, guerrillas, their families, labor and peasant leaders,
educators and health workers, advocates of reform, and malcontents.
Some of the victims were killed for no particular reason other than to instill
fear in the people. This potent mix of terror and intimidation brought
passivity and compliance from many. Others became refugees. Still others
became revolutionaries.
Whole villages of indigenous people were destroyed as part of a
conscious attempt at •ethnocide. • The Indians would either have to give up
their culture and become quiet cogs in the wheel, or they would cease to
exist as a people.
US aid embezzled by senior officers created a new bourgeoisie
ruthlessly devoted to preserving its own interests, which usually coincided
with those of the plantation-owning aristocracy, multinational corporations,
and the US government.
Although there was almost no American awareness or debate of the
issue, Guatemala became known internationally as a major abuser of
human rights. Top military leaders decided to allow the election of a civilian
president for public relations purposes, although they were to maintain
almost total power.
Vinicio Cerezo was elected on the promise of ending the violence
and providing land for the peasants. He has done neither. He is no more
than a figurehead. The killing continues unabated, yet the American media
act as if Guatemala is unaffected by the Arias regional peace plan's call for
a national dialogue and talks with the guerrillas. American and Israeli aid
continues. American corporations make incredible profits in Guatemala.

Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church (Moonies), through front groups like
CARP and the World Student Service Corps recruits gullible US college
students to spend summers in Guatemala assisting in the army's pacifica
tion and model village projects. One-time civil rights leader Andrew Young,
currently mayor of Atlanta, actively courted a program to train the deadly
Guatemalan police in his city, lending legitimacy to the image of Guatemala
as a "burgeoning democracy; as opposed to fascist military dictatorship.
It has always angered me that even at demonstrations for El
Salvador and Nicaragua, Guatemala is almost never mentioned, and if it is,
only as a footnote. The war in Guatemala is very real, a tragedy on a massive
scale, and largely American in making. The failure of the American left to
bring the Guatemala issue to the attention of Congress, the media, and the
American public is one of its great failures of the decade. Even people within
the anti-intervention movement are woefully unaware of the 1954 coup and
the subsequent 35 years of war against the Guatemalan people. It has been
said that it is better to concentrate on one topic and not spread ourselves
too thin. The real answer, however, lies in an anti-intervention movement
that deals with Central America in a mgjQnal context instead of concentrat
ing on El Salvador and Nicaragua. It must be a movement with an
international perspective and which advances the principle that US foreign
policy should be based on non-intervention and a commitment to human
rights and social justice.
The Reagan administration says it seeks "peace and security" in
Central America. In practice what this means is the putting down of
rebellions, the killing of thousands, the exploitation of millions, all to
preserve profits for US companies and puppet governments to do
Washington's bidding. One day, perhaps, if there is any justice, the Reagan
administration will stand trial at a war crimes tribunal for the half million
people already murdered in Central America. But for millions of young North
Americans, so far nearly untouched by the vicious and seemingly unending
war to the south of us, the cruci.al issues have remained things like getting
a good job, VCRs, BMWs, and keeping their noses full of contra cocaine.

by Jane Guskin

Part J; Arrival

The airport was like any airport. Everyone had to wait in lines for
hours. Most of the people were with brigades, some others were with
technical organizations, a few were with tours, and about 4 or 5 were doing
what I was doing - going to the NICA school in Estell. I changed $60 in
traveler's checks into Nicaraguan money in the airport, a requirement for
entering the country. The exchange rate was 15,000 cordobas lo one dollar.
I was given a big stack of 20,000 cordoba notes. I finally made it through
the slow customs line and met up with the rest of the school group who had
come in on earlier flights and had been waiting for hours (Q!!! plane was
late).
Riding the school bus from the airport into town, I remember
thinking that it didn't look that different from Mexico. It was about nine at
night, and things were sort of empty and flat. Little kids were selling
newspapers at all the traffic lights. I guess somehow I expected Nicaragua
to be immediately striking as NICARAGUA. That suddenly I would feel
different. Or feel something, anyway. But I didn't. On the bus the coordi
nators told us that you can't flush toilet paper or anything else down
Nicaraguan toilets because the pipes aren't big enough and it will clog the
system.
We got into central Managua and went to eat dinner at"Antojitos",
across from the Hotel Intercontinental. The meal was better than a lot of the
food I had had in Mexico. The school paid. No culture shock so far. We got
back in the bus and went to the guest houses, called "hospedajes", where
we would stay the night. There were more than thirty of us, so we had to
split up into two different groups. I went with the smaller group to the
Hospedaje Meza. There were three beds to each room. The rooms were
really small and the beds just barely fit with hardly any space left over. The
beds were low and sagging. The mattresses were lumpy. I shared a room
with two other women. We were told by the school staff that if we wanted
lo take a shower we should probably do it before we went to bed because
there might not be water in the morning. Sometimes there was water and
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"In Managua, thousands of us (members of the reservist army) are preparing the defeat of the Yankee invader"
sometimes there wasn't and it coulcln' t be predicted. I took my chances and
went to bed without talcing a shower. Roosters crowed all night.
The next day after a cold shower (there� water after all) and
breakfast, we got on our school bus and headed up to Esteli. The drive takes
about 2 hours. In Esteli we ate lunch -paid for again by the school -and
I got my first taste of"gallo pinto" -red beans and rice fried together
which is probably the most common food in Nicaragua. That was the last
meal the school paid for and the last restaurant food I had for weeks. It was
also the first and last time in Nicaragua I saw an excess of food served.
After lunch we went over to the school and went through a sort of
introduction to the program and preparation for living with our families. In
the evening we had a ceremony with the families and met our families and
went home with them. My family lived about a 15-20minute walk from the
school. It was near the river and there were a lot of mosquitos. It took me
weeks to learn the names of everyone in my family and to figure out who
everyone was. That first night it was all a blur. They gave me a room of my
own and told me they would give me a key in the morning. That was a
luxury I hadn't expected -a room of my own -but I was really grateful
for it. Other people had to share rooms with four or five little kids, even
sharing beds with them, and though I'm sure that would be a really great
learning experience, I don't know if I personally could handle it.
Part 2:

Estel(

The next five weeks passed more or less in a routine of breakfast,
morning Spanish classes at the school, home for lunch, back to school for
a charla (talk) or tour or some other event, back home for dinner and then
back to school for another charla. Sometimes we had free evenings. In the
second week I got sick with diarrhea -it turned out to be amoebas -and
I had to take medication to get rid of them.
The mother in my family worked for CRAC (Comite Regional de
Apoyo a los Combatientes), which is an organization that helps the
Nicaraguan soldiers and their families. They arrange visits, carry letters,
help demobilized soldiers fmd jobs and readjust to civilian life, etc.. She
began working there after her son was killed by the Contras in 1985. This
son who died left behind a daughter only a few months old. Her name is
Indira, and she's three years old now, a chubby little black-haired girl who
lives with her mother on the other side of the Pan-American Highway.
Mileda, the sister in my family -Indira's aunt-told me that Indira kisses
a photo of her father every night before she goes to bed.
On about the third weekend, the school went upnorth to pick coffee.

The cooperative where we picked coffee was just 7 kilometers south of the
border with Honduras, but they had .never been attacked by the contras.
They told us that the contras prefer to attack deeper inside Nicaragua.
(There had been an attack just outside Estelf on the day we arrived there
where two children were killed.) The coffee cooperative was very new, less
than a year old, and this was their first harvest. Someone in our group asked
them what the daily responsibilities of rurming a coffee fann were, and one
cooperative member answered "We don't really know. We haven't been
doing this very long. But it's easy." Well, QYipart certainly was easy. I had
pictured picking coffee as backbreaking work in the hot sun, but all we did
was pick little red berries from the coffee bushes, shaded by banana trees
in the cool climate of the mountains. No sweat.
On a tour of the prison in Esteli'. I was struck by the conditions there
-the prisoners have it far better, materially speaking, than most Nicara
guans. They get a lot of supplies, like toothpaste, from the Red Cross even though these things are often completely unavailable to everyone else
in Nicaragua. They also have a library, they get to play sports, and their
meals are supposedly far better than what even the prison guards eat. At the
Human Rights Comission they told us that they had gotten reports of such
torture methods as cold showers being used to intimidate prisoners. I
thought about that later and realized how ridiculous it was -I didn't have
a single wann shower the whole time I was in Nicaragua. The only hot
water I even felt was at the Hotel Intercontinental in Managua.
I worked a couple of afternoons at a women's brickmaking coop
erative in Esteb', moving piles of dirt and rocks to make the base for the
concrete floor of the chicken barn they were building. The chicken project
was paid for by a brigade of Swiss women who did most of the work
building the barn. These women were the first of many internationalists I
met in Nicaragua doing volunteer projects -the "brigadistas".
The Nicaraguan women who ran the cooperative were incredible
quiet, unaggressive, determined and strong. There's something about
the way Nicaraguans accept help that really sums up what's special about
them. It took me a while to get used to it -at first it can almost seem like
they're ungrateful. But it's just because they take helping people for
granted. They don't expect to be thanked profusely when they help
someone, and they don't thank profusely either. They maintain a perfect
dignity, which is the thing that really struck me about Nicaraguans, though
I didn't really realize it until I went to Costa Rica.
But anyway, I was still in Estelf at that point. During my last
weekend there, I visited a state farm north of Esteli that was recently
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attacked by the Contras. I saw the trench where one man was killed and
met a man who was kidnapped but had managed to escape. The day after
I wen1therethefarmwas evacuatedbecauseofathreatofanother attack.
. On the last full day of the school program in Esteli, Thursday
February 11, we learned that some of the teachers and staff would not be
there the next morning for the closing ceremony. They had been called
to a national mobilization. No one knew what it was about They were
only told that it would start the next morning, Friday, and last for a week.
They were told where to go and at what time.The people mobilized were
teachers, state employees and community leaders -60,000 of them. It
was a big mystery to all of us, this mobilization. And so we left Estell for
Managua Friday morning, in the midst of the mystery. Only to find in
Managua that our final "charla"-on the Nicaraguan economy - was
cancelled because the person who was supposed to give it was mobilized.
That's how my first five weeks in Nicaragua ended.

Part 1; Manma and beyond
The other big news in Managua that weekend - besides the still
mysterious "mobilization"- was the presence ofJimmy Swaggart.Yep,
Tunmy Swaggart. For real. He was in Managua doing his evangelical bit in
the Plaza of the Revolution. Three free shows - Friday, Saturday &
Sunday. Unfortwtately, I missed 'em all, but I heard from someone who
went that he was spouting the usual bullshit, including asking for money
from the audience (apparently he actually got some, too) and telling
everyone to lrUst in God to end the war. Naturally, he had a translator. He
didn't go so far as to ask for money to help the Contras, like he did in this
country, and I was told he pretty much steered clear of politics. Anyway,
the whole thing was pretty sick
ening. On Sunday afternoon I got
to the Plaza of the Revolution
with a friend just after his last
show. There were three huge
generators pumping out the juice
and a massive sound system. The
really scary part, though, was the
number of vacant-eyed smiling
evangelical zombies Swag
garting around in the aftermath
with programs in hand. For some
reason a whole horde of them,
yo1D'lg women, descended on me
& my friend Alan and asked us
for our autographs. We told them
C:RUZADA
wehad nothing todo withJimmy
Swaggart, that we weren't fa
mous, that we were just normal
people walking around, but they
insisted, saying "un recuerdo, 1D'l
�
·-·····-·····-----recuerdo" (souvenir, remem
brance). So what the hell, we
12, l!J y 14
signed their little Jimmy Swag
de fcbrero de 1988.
gart programs just to get them to
leave us alone and because we
Viem,�s v
didn't want to be rude. They
Sltbado. 6:30 p.m.
wanted our addresses too but we
3:30 p.m.
skipped that part and they didn't
seem to care. That was about the
strangest thing that happened to
me in the whole trip. I still can't 1U'lderstand it
That evening, on the way to dinner, a guy from Spain said that we
were going to have to change all our money because starting the next day,
monday, it wouldn't be good anymore. I didn't believe it. We couldn'tfind
anywhere to eat that night - everything was closed. Everyone was at
home. We could see them through the open doors; families sitting around
the t.v. in the front room, Daniel on the screen, talking slowly. (They call
the president "Daniel". No last name. Even the newspapers usually just call
him Daniel.) And slowly I had to realize it was lrUe about the money.
Because that's what Daniel was explaining on t.v. and on the radio for
·hours.The big secret of the mobilization was out. El Cambio began.
The money change was a big deal. The biggest deal of all. Bigger
than the peace talks, bigger than Contra aid, bigger than anything. I could
spend hours trying to explain it but that would be boring. Here's what
happened. Everyone had to trade their old c6rdobas for new c6rdobas.
1,000 old c6rdobas were equal to 1 new c6rdoba. Only 10,000,000 old

c6rdobas could be exchanged for new-beyond that, they had to be given
to the bank in exchange for a receipt The receipt could theoretically be
exchanged for the rest of the money at some future date when they could
afford it. But basically any money over the limit was frozen - taken out
of circulation. (Apparently the U.S. Embassy was caught by surprise like
the rest of the country and was stuck with millions and millions of useless
old c6rdobas. HAI Revenge is sweet.) The rate of the dollar was cut in half
to make 10 c6rdobas equal to one dollar at the bank rate. The guaranteed
salary scale was increased by about five times, and guaranteed prices on
some basic goods were lowered, others raised. The borders were closed for
the three days of the change, so that Nicaraguans out of the country including Contras - couldn't change their money.
My friend Elena and I had plans to go to Le6n that day, but we
decided to put it off until Tuesday. Monday morning, along with all the
other foreigners, we headed for the bank. Nicaraguans could change their
money at special centers set up in each neighborhood, but we had to go to
the bank. Dollars couldn't be changed until Thursday, only old c6rdobas
could be changed for new. I had hardly any c6rdobas left-not enough to
get me through three days-so I traded some dollars for old c6rdobas with
another internationalist. He didn't have receipts for his c6rdobas, and to
change them you had to have receipts. At the time I thought we worked out
a great deal - because I got a lot of old c6rdobas at the old bank rate of
20,000 to one which I could change for new c6rdobas since I had saved all
my receipts. And he got to exchange some of his useless money. What I
didn't think of at the time-and I still feel stupid and guilty for it-is that
he probably got his c6rdobas on the black market-I didn't even ask him
-and therefore he made a hefty profit on me by changing them at 20,000
for one dollar (if he got them on the black market, he paid one dollar for
about 70,000) and he probably went right out and exchanged the dollars I
traded him for new c6rdobas on the black market. Of course it's possible
he changed his money legally and just didn't save his receipts... but I'll
never know.
(to be continued)
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Music Can Make You

STUPID

The music world is reeling from the loss of two giants, and though
the future, barring the usual unforeseen disasters, there may be an LP
it hurts to have to talk about it, I guess the news has to be broken. The
, • compilation of northern California bands (tentative working title:
first to go was ISOCRACY, who were just starting to gain intema,,,
Geeks on Parade) and a book which will attempt to capture in
tional fame as the new darlings of the BBC's JOHN PEEL. But all
photos, words, and art the essence of the GILMAN exis not lost vis-i\-vis the Mob From El Sob; the latest word is that 't.
1 perience.
1
there's a reunion show set for thisJuly4. Stay tuned. There is less �
Still more LOOKOUT RECORDS news (sorry
cause for optimism in the case of the LOOKOUTS, the band of �
about the blatant self-promotion, but after all it's my zine,
yours truly, who suddenly and unexpectedly self-destructed with
isn't it'l)... "If you have record ##27, you have won a special
thedepartureofbassist KAIN KONG. The full storycanbe
prize." That's what's engraved into side one of the new
read somewhere else in these p ages. MR. KONG has
STIKKY album. On side two it says: "To collect your prize
.:!'!::;":.>been bass-shopping and apparently has plans to move
call STIKKY at415-222-5099." Scenesters in the know
off into another musical direction. As for myself... tr
will of course recognize that number as the ISOWell, there are rumors to the effect that I will replace
CRACY hodine, which is still functioning, even if
MARTIN SPROUSE in a resurrected version of
ISOCRACY isn't,and nowthe wholetruth canbe
BREAKWIRE.
told: it seems that some mischievous little imp
OPERATION IVY, on the other hand, �
(or was it r3A'll'AN?Ui) marked ##27 on
�►
went barnstorming their way across America to
every single STIKKY album that was sold.
1
(
-..�
near universal acclaim. Their homecoming 1 CPIJ,T ldtf'. 1lc • S Po�f
Ut fo
_
\
But AL SOCRACY, good sport that he is,
show at GILMAN STREET on Friday, May 6 �U(k
'Okf 'ftlf p,c,uif; ftt cat$J'Al(E,; has agreed to honor the offer and will provide
was the social and musical event of the year, at
a prize to everyone who requests one.
least so far... I was reminded of my very first concert, way back in
Speaking of the STIKK-boys, they managed to deeply offend
antediluvian times, when what seemed like half of Detroit turned out to
RAy OF TODAY, the east coast's ultimate posi-thrasher, by inviting auwelcome the SUPREMES br-ck from their first national tour. Even the
dience members up on stage to play a new game they'd invented called"Pin
normally dour JAMES McKINNEY could be heard exclaiming, "I
the X on Ray's
haven't had this muchfun since
H and." X's on the
the RAMONES back in 1985
hand are, of course,
(JAMES is one of the few
for you culturally
members of his generation pos
deprived folks not
sessing a sense of history). The
clued into the crucial
OPsters are just now starting
hardcore scene, rep
work on their flfSt LP to be
resentative of com
produced by totally ace sound
mitment to the bur
stylist RADLEY HIRSCH.
geoning straight edge
Also upcoming (on the
movement, which is
strongly identi
fied
with
RAY's Youth,
Inc. empire.
STIKKY,
along with their
constant com
panions and
bodyguards, the
Cl\ tc:>efr'/.
C"-lMf>Sl·h'�,vlE..
South
Bay
t°('CII/ •·1 �
Mosh Crew, also managed to alienate ANDY ATTITUDE at a recent
Gilman gig by mounting tables at the back of the room to dance the
frug, the twist, and the mashed potatoes to ATTITUDE's powerful,
shredding, metal-tinged riffs. It seemed that ANDY felt he was not
being taken seriously enough, and aimed a bunch of what were pre
sumably insults at the go-go gang, suggesting that they were all
LOOKOUT label, natch) are BPS from
employed at Macy's and/or McDonald's, positions which would of
Sacramento's SEWER TROUT (you'll
course involve considerable increases in both pay and prestige for
remember them from their classic "Wally
most Gibnan geeks.
And The Beaver Go To Nicaragua" on the
Is Is true that CRO-MAGS bassist HARLEY, the pope of east
MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL Turn It
coast macho-core, was spotted coming out of Heaven, a popular gay
Around compilation), Visalia's PLAID
disco in London? Rumors to that effect have emanated from London
RETINA, and the most famous all-female
band, the HOMO·SAPS, now in the process ofrelocating to SF. The
a capella rap group in the known universe,
SAPS, who bill themselves as the first heavy metal gay Muslim thrash
the YEASTIE GIRLZ. A little farther in
band, have as their motto, "I slam for Islam."

�=-�-------:::=:--rlot.>(rt«,
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Moving right along in the religious rock motif, PIONEERS OF
HELL had to change their name to KAMALA AND THE KAR
NIVORES because their guitar player is a Christian... Mega-hardcore
thrashers CORRUPTED MORALS had to cancel their April 22 show at
Gilman because two members already had tickets to see PINK FLOYD
that night... LENNY ISOCRACY jammed out with CRIMPSHRINE on
an awesome version of the El Sobsters' classic Rodeo. JEFF sang sitting
down trying to read the words from the ISOCRA-lyric sheet. Halfway
through the show bass player PETE came strolling in and took to the stage.
The rest ofISOCRACY was supposed to perform as THE JIMMY HEN
DRICKS ENCOUNTER, but only MARTIN showed up; JASON was
surfing, and AL was probably busy answering phone calls from hundreds
of STIKKY fans who wanted to collect their prize for having record #27.
Venturing farther out into the mysterious East Bay than I had in
years, I found my way to Pinole, a nondescript suburb of El Sobrante, for
a backyard concert at the home of Gilman stalwart EGGPLANT (aka
ROBERT). The featured attractionwas the SURROGATEBRAINS,but
by the time Stockton's BRAINS got there, one of the other bands split with
the PA, leaving the Stockton boys to do a series of protracted 60s-style
psychedelic jams that seemed to go well under the blazing hot California
sky (but there was no swimming pool).
Back In civilized (?) San Francisco, much of the best gossip
continues to be generated by the Rathouse crew, particularly by Head Rat
Dave MDC, who recently donned full drag to perform a musical tribute to
the recently deceased star of stage and screen DIVINE. Assisting DAVE
with his wardrobe and makeup was costume designer,rapper, and bicycle
messenger BRACKIE, who can now add to her resume the noteworthy if
brief achievement of having been a member of SF's most stunning new
group, THE SCAB, also known now as the ROLLING SCABS. It seems
"professional" differences emerged between her and fellow SCABster
BEDLAM MIKE, who upon returning from his Maui condo commented,
"Brackie's mouth just got too big for her body."
SWEET BABY JESUS, the BEATLES-meet-the-RAMONES
combo who've built up a fervent Bay Area following over the past year,
were set to do a 7" with (who else?) LOOKOUT RECORDS, but at the
last minute snapped up an offer from WARNER BROTHERS/SLASH
for a two-record deal. It's not known at this time whether the contract
includes a billboard on Sunset Boulevard of the type now featuring ex-SF
indie dirge-rappers FAITH NO MORE, who did their first record on
RUTH SCHWARTZ's MORDAM RECORDS before jumping to WB
to do what all the music business-as-usual rags persist in referring to as
"their debut album." SBJ are set to go into the srudio this month under the
direction of KEVIN ARMY, who perspicacious observers will recognize
as the engineer of all the LOOKOUT RECORDS releases to date.
KEVIN, who may also land a WARNER BROTHERS/SLASH gig in the
process, has wasted no time in whipping the normally lackadaisical
popsters into shape, ordering vocalist DALLAS and guitarist MATT to
begin a daily regimen of jogging, and going to the extreme of demanding
thatdrummer SERGIE actually practice a minimum ofthree times a week.
When greeted with protests, KEVIN is said to have responded, "It's time
that you start thinking of this as a job."
More big-time music biz stuff... I foolishly loaned out my tape of
the new MR T EXPERIENCE record,and when I started experiencing

withdrawal symptoms a few days later, I called up KALX in Berkeley to
request that they play a couple of tracks from it. Couldn't be done, I was
told. KALX didn 'thave the record yet. What?The record had already been
out for three weeks, and the world's most important radio station didn't
have a copy yet? Especially strange considering that singer/guitarist DR
FRANK is a DJ there, as was fellow singer/guitarist JON VON until very
recently. A little digging unearthed the full story: it seems that MR T's
record label was engaging in a little marketing strategy by not supplying the
station with a promo copy until stores were fully stocked with the record,
this to achieve "maximum chart impact."Typical Warner Brothers Holly
wood-style action?Guess again, it's San Francisco's ROUGH TRADE.
But with or without the enthusiastic cooperation of their label (apparently
ROUGH TRADE are putting most of their energy into flogging the dead
on-arrival SHORT DOGS GROW LP) MR T have already nearly sold
out their first pressing and even got a favorable mention on (gasp!) MTV...
CRIMPSHRINE were featured in a mini-documentary on San Francisco
AOR station KRQR, but the show aired at 6:30 Sunday morning, and the
band, who normally get to sleep about that time, missed it...
San Francisco's version of GILMAN STREET would probably
be KLUB KOMOTION, a warehouse space on 16th Street belonging to
the LOOTERS... The LOOTERS, by the way, have just jumped from
JELLO BIAFRA 's ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES label to the multi
national megacorp ISLAND RECORDS, but so far have been behaving
quite unlike bands signed to major labels are supposed to act,and are ... still
playing benefits for various good causes at the same small clubs around
town that they have always played... Anyway, the main item here is the
KLUB KOMOTION KOMPILATIONLP,fearuring manyofthe artists
who've performed there over the past year or two... Should be out this
summer. Out now: the vinyl debut of San Francisco's BEAT NIGS.
Good new band to watch for out of Oakland: TOMMY ROT.
Not a very positive name, though. One of the great punk rock band names
of all time, RABID LASSIE, is no more; the East Bay posi-mosh crew has
for reasons as yet unclear decided to call themselves BREAKAWAY
instead. They also have a 7", their first, coming out soon on Arizona's
STEP FORWARD RECORDS.
IAN MACKAYE and his new band FUGAZI came to GIL
MAN In May. The former mouthpiece of MINOR THREAT and the
progenitor of much that we know as hardcore and straight edge spent a lot
of the show explaining to would-be moshers, thrashers, and stage divers
that he didn't consider macho aggressiveness an acceptable reaction to the
kind of music FUGAZI plays. Singer GUY PICCIOTTO got kicked in
the mouth anyway by a stage diver, but the crowd was relatively subdued,
especially considering that it was one of the two biggest GILMAN shows
ever (the other: OP IV's homecoming). FUGAZI' s music'l Relatively
slow, very rhythmic, more emphasis on bass and drums than guitar ...
Positive disco'l?? Not really, not that it would be a bad idea... But now if
you'll excuse me while I go spike my mohawk...
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Once There Was A Band...

One of the complaints I've always had about history is that it only
deals with the big shots. You can read endless accounts about what this
king did to that president and how that dynasty supplanted this oligarchy, but
you never hear what life was like for the average guy like you or me.
Even joumalism, the history of the present, talks about the wealthy
and powerful out of all proportion to their numbers. If archaeologists were
trying to piece together a picture of life in the late 20th century from
�g�ents of newspapers and videotapes, they would figure that most of us
hved 1n huge houses, drove opulent cars: seldom if ever had to go to work,
and spent most of our time dressed up in fancy suits and formal gowns
toasting each other at glittering social affairs.
!t's the same with the music business. If your band hits it big, the
most minute aspects of your life will be detailed in full color glossies and
video for anyone who cares to examine them. But most bands live and cfie
with little notice ever taken of them. The reality of being In an unknown and
struggling band is anything but glamorous, but that hasn't stopped millions
of people from trying it. They must know they'll be lucky to make it farther
than a gig down at the comer saloon or in someone's basement rec room.
Doesn't matter; go find anyone who's ever plunked on a guitar or banged
on a set of drums and ask them if they want to start a new band, one with
no visible means of support or likelihood of success, and most of them will
.say, •sure, when do we start?"
What's the big attraction?
That's what this story aims to tell.
For a little over three years it was
my privilege to be part of a band
called the Lookouts. In a way, I
guess, we were luckier than a
most bands. We put out a record
that sold enough copies to break
even, we played shows with
bands that we admired greatly and
with some of the best new bands
.�:
around. We got to participate in an
I
underground music scene that wm 1•••�
someday be remembered with
\·•
same kind of awe and amazement
as the days of the Avalon and � ,-��
Fillmore Ballrooms are now. In a ....._---.
very small way, we got to take part
in making history.
But for us it's over now,
and when they write the books
and film the documentaries of
those days, we'll be lucky to be a
minor footnote. After all the prac
tices, the hauling equipment, the
long drives scrunched into a tiny =!!!!!!!J'9!!!:=i-...;
o ""
� E!
C\ r
I 'f
station wagon, guitars going out of
tune and drum heads brea�ing, arguments and screaming frustration, and
t!'at han� ful of perfect magic moments when somehow everything worked,
I m left with a handful of unsold records, a few photos and fliers and some
of the best memories of my life.
I always knew I wanted to be in a band, but for most of my life I
e1idn't have the self-confidence to think it was possible. The summer of
1964, just after the Beatles first hit America, half the kids in my home town
started combing their hair down over their foreheads and twanging on Rick
en�acker guitars: I'd hang around with them, watch their practices, go to
their shows, but 1t never occurred to me that hey, l could do that, too.
A couple years later I got my first guitar, a Gibson acoustic, and got
someone to show me the the chords to some Beatles and Rolling Stones
songs. About.the same time I discovered Hank Williams and Bob Dylan, and
managed to figure out a few of their three-chord phi!osphical plaints all by
myself. Eventually I could deliver a creditable rendition of au ten verses of
"Desolation Row· (the words of which I remember to this dey) and then
seque into a mournful version of •Your Cheatin' Heart." All in private, of
course; even though l couldn't have been any worse than most of the
infe�tation of young hippie folksingers cropping up about that time, my
fragile ego wouldn't dream of letting me plunk myself down on a street
comer or in a cofee house and say, "Listen to me!"
Another thing that never occurred to me was to write my own songs.
What I loved about Dylan, and in a way even more about Hank Williams, was
how they could take the simplest, most essential human emotions and just
say them in � way that was so plain and unadomed and yet somehow
managed to np your heart apart. All I was able to come up with was phe-

nomenally bad poetry that couldn't be set to music without violl:ding every
rule of structure, harmony, and common decency.
At least half a dozen dfferent guitars must have passed through my
hands in the next ten years as I wandered through various states of
confusi�. Som�thing about me resisted settling down, and-ewry lime I
found things getting too comfortable, I'd leave everything behind and be off
on the road again. There were a couple periods where I never touched a
guitar for a year or two; others where I'd bang away for as much .as six to
eight hours a day. I never learned much, but I didn't forget much- either.
In the la� 70s, when everybody else was playing punk J'QOk, I went
off on a synthesizer tangent If I'd kept at it, and gotten the. right makeup
consultant, I might be in one of those fabulously successful haircut and
attitude bands that ru � the charts a couple years ago. But true to form, just
.
as the balance was shifting from punk to new wave disco, I abandoned my
synthesiz�r (my girtfriend kept complaining that everything I played
_
sounded like funeral music) and finally got my first electric guitar,
It was loud I It was annoying! You could hear it for miles and I loved
it! I got a friend to show me how to play bar chords (yes afte; 14 years I
hadn't got around to leaming that rock and roll essential) and I was ready
to go.
Within a month or two I had written some songs. The first one was
called "Downtown,• and was totally unlike the
Petula Clark tune of the same name. It dwelt In
gory detail on a post-holocaust urban setting
where the handful of survivors spent their time
dodging man-eating rats and new wave canni
bals. Then I came up with another one about
the tofu-chewing mantra-spewing sproutheads
who infested Marin County, where I was living
at the lime. Next came one called "Death;" I still
don't know exactly what it's about, but as you
might guess from the tide, it expressed a kind of
��
.
negative oudook.
;. ...,,,,,.
.- With this kind of material burbling out of my
· - . , -�
unconscious, it was obviously time to . become
part of a punk rock band. But that wouldn't
,
: �� \ "'''
prove so easy. There weren't a whole lot of
· �- • ·:
people in Marin County interested· in playing
music that wasn't in harmony with the prevail
ing vibes of terminal mellowness. And the
handful that were tended to be a lot more mu
sically accomplished than I was.
In the spring of 1981, though, I met a girt who
was new in town, and who, like me, made up in
enthusiasm what she lacked in talent . We
ended up living together, and trying, mostly un
successfully, to play music together for the
next four years. She already knew how to play
drums, but she decided for some reason that
she should play bass, which of course she knew nothing about. The first
note she ever hit shattered the big E string, which for you non-musical
people is the one that's thick enough to tow a Volkswagen with. Then we
tried to jam for a while, until the police came. The cops had to ring the
doorbell for like twenty minutes because we couldn't hear it. They said they
got complaints from the hill on the other side of town, which was about three
miles away. That was the high point of our early career.
We kept on auditioning drummers, but no one wanted to play with
us, because we were so bad, I guess; they wouldn't come right out and tell
us why. Then we moved away, to a place on top of a mountain twenty miles
from the nearest town and 200 miles from the nearest punk rock show.
There was no telephone, no electricity except what you could get from solar
panels or a generator, and the closest neighbor was a mile away.
Most of the people who lived on the mountain thought we were
strange because we did things like cut our hair and stuff so we didn't make
a lot of friends right away. I found out later that everyo�e called me "Punk
Rock Larry." which I guess I was. We gave up music for a while and planted
gardens and moved rocks around and played with our dogs
·· and did other
kinds of mountain stuff.
Then our friend Richard moved up to LaytonvHle, and started
playing bass with us, and Anne started playing drums, and · we were finally
a band, sort of. I wrote a couple more songs, and we did a bunch of covers,
and made a hell of a racket. But it was starting to be the kind of fun I always
thought playing in a band was supposed to be.
The only trouble was that Anne and I weren't getting along so well
anymore, so we'd usually fight most of the way through practices. I'm sure

� 'I'

.-
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there were other things under the surface that were bothering us, but what
it always came down to was that she couldn't play drums and/or I couldn't
play guitar. True enough, but I figured that hadn't stopped other bands. But
one day Richard suddenly announced that he couldn't take the constant
fighting, so he was quitting.
No, wait! You can't do that to us! But he did, and now we were stuck
for a bass player again. Suddenly I got one of those stupid brainstorms that
once in a while turn out to be a good idea. Some friends of ours who lived
on the other side of the hill had a son named Kain who was 13. He was big
for his age, so we named him Kain Kong. He'd never played bass in his life,
but the way I figured it, he looked like a bass player. Anyway, he agreed to
give it a try.
The first few practices I would
have to point to the notes that he was
supposed to play, or even move his
fingers for him, which wasn't too easy
for me because I didn't know anything
about playing bass either. But he was a
pretty fast learner, and before too long
we started to sound even more like a
real band. A real bad band, true, but a
real band.
And then we had our first show.
It was July 4, 1984, and there was a
party at our house for all the people we
knew on the mountain. We figured that
if they came and drank our beer and ate
our food, they'd feel obligated to watch
our band. And they mostly did. I think
we only played a few songs, though.
The real show was put on by three kids
who were about 11 or 12. They got
dressed up in camouflage clothes and
sang a song they'd just written making
fun of pot growers. That was the first
•
time I'd seen the performing talents of
Ovr let.st G-ll�'l'l
Mr.TreCool. But more about him later.
We practiced pretty much the rest of that summer, but things were
going downhill fast now for me and Anne. Then Kain went away to �urope
for about six months, and while he was gone, Anne and I split up. She
wanted to buy the drums from me, but I said no, because I had this feeling
I was going to find someone to play them. I remember watching her drive
away for the last time. I was standing in the music room, next to the drum
set, holding my guitar and watching her truck disappear around the bend.
I don't think I had ever felt so alone in my whole life.
That was a pretty bad time for me, but there were a couple things
that-may have saved my life. One was starting this magazine, and the other
was music. I would play piano, sometimes for six or eight hours a day, and
I would write stories, and then I would walk around outside and look at
things. It was too quiet for me. I wanted to make some noise.
Now came time for stupid brainstorm number two. One neighbor kid
had turned out to be a pretty good bassist. Why not find another one to be
a drummer?
Only one person came to mind. It was the aforementioned TreCool.
He'd been right there under my nose all along. He was 12 years old, and
small for his age; maybe that's why I hadn't noticed him. Actually, though,
I had noticed him at the party last summer. He had a natural stage presence.
Of course he'd never played drums in his life. Do you think I cared at this
point?
It took him about two weeks, maybe even less, to learn some simple
rhythms. It was real comfortable playing together, and it was fun, too, .
because he was one of those people who's almost always happy. By the
time Kain got back from Europe a month or two later, Tre and I knew how
to play all the songs I'd writtten so far, and I was starting to write some new
ones.
Kain wasn't so sure about the idea of a 12 year-old drummer; after
all, he was 14 now, and he didn't see how we could be a serious band if we
were playing with a little kid. But things went well enough that by summer
we were ready to start thinking about playing shows and even recording.
Our official debut came at the now-annual July 4 party, and then a
couple weeks later we did our first public show, July 14, 1985. It was in a
dusty, sun-baked parking lot alongside Highway 101, and not that many
people came. Those whodid weren't very impressed;not only was our style
of music almost completely alien to the Grateful Dead and 70s R&Boriented crowd, but we weren't that good at it yet. In a punk setting our
amateurishness might have worked to our advantage, but not here. Still, it
wasn't a disaster or anything. We went on home and kept practicing.
We had a couple more local gigs that summer that didn't turn out so
welt One was at a party where everyone was high on mushrooms and/or
· drunk. Most of the people completely ignored us, and one girl was so

bummed out that she pulled the plug on us in the middle of a song. Another
time our friend Indiana Slim invited us to do a guest set while his band the
Red Hots was taking a break at an outdoor show. We played a few songs
and were having a fine old time when one of Slim's band mates, the
notorious Piano Jimmy marched onto the stage and ordered us off. He was
big, and mean-looking, so we went. That was our last Laytonville show,
except for one a couple years later in which Mr. Piano Jimmy would again
figure prominently, this time by punching me in the face and giving me what
was to become my famous black eye.
In September we went into a recording studio for three days and put
together a tape of 26 songs. The studio engineer was Hal Wagenet, a
veteran of the hippie band It's A Beautiful Day, and he didn't know what to
make of us. We were pretty intimidated by all the high-tech stuff, and
we later realized that we'd been badly
out of tune on about half the songs. I
was pretty pissed that Hal hadn't said
anything about it when we were recording, but as he said, "It's not myjob
to tell you how to play.•
Mistakes and all, though, we
packaged the songs into a 46-minute
cassette (26 songs in 46 minutes:
yeah, I know we played pretty slow
back then) with a booklet containing
the lyrics and some fascinating facts
about ourselves and the unique culture of greater Laytonville. We sent It
off to the international punk bible
Maximum Roocknro/1, and were
amazed when we got an excellent
review, and started getting orders for
the tape from all over the US and
Europe.
Hmmm, we thought, maybe we
show
aren't as bad as everyone around
Laytonville seemed to think. We started looking for opportunities to play in
the Bay Area, and in May of 1986 we opened a show at a pizza parlor in
South Berkeley. Three of the bands on the bill that night have already gone
on to much bigger things: No Means No, Victim's Family, and the Mr. T
Experience. It was funl Around that same time I happened to meet Dave
MDC and casually mention to him that I was in a band. The next thing I knew
we were opening one of the biggest shows of the year, the return from punk
limbo of MDC. There must have been a thousand people at the Farm that
night. Luckily only about a _hundred of them had gotten there when we
played, because we were scared shitless. We could barely remember who
we were, let alone how to play our songs.
But things started picking up for us that fall. We went into the studio
to make a record, and were playing gigs pretty regularly. We had some
really good shows at the Club Foot in the last month before it closed. It was
sort of like playing in your living room with all your friends there.
Those were some of the best times we had as a band. After the
record came out, there seemed to be more pressure on us to take ourselves
seriously. Gilman Street opened, and we found ourselves playing in front
of bigger crowds, but we always seemed to be trying too hard. As much as
we loved playing there, we never had a really good show until our very last
one, in January of 1988.
For once everything seemed to go right. Well, not everything; I still
hit some massively wrong chords, and my guitar got unplugged when half
the crowd climbed on stage to sing along with us on our cover of Rabid
Lassie's "Contragate.• But that didn't matter; I hardly stopped smiling all the
way through the set, and all the way home we were buzzed with excitement,
thinking that we were finally on our way.
But I guess we were wrong. We played one more show, up north
in Arcata, and it wasn't so hot; the old hesitancy and nervousness and trying
too hard was back. A couple of practices later, we got in a fight about
something or other, and I said, not really meaning it, of course, that I didn't
know if it was worth putting up with all the aggravation the band caused me.
Then Kain suddenly announced he'd had enough, and like one of those
horrible slow motion nightmares, I watched the band disintegrate in front of
me.
I guess it's like one of those marriages where it seems like
everything's going along fine but because of a lack of communication or
because people change and grow in different directions without noticing, it
comes as a total shock when things break up. I don't know, maybe we'll get
back together some day; right now it doesn't seem likely. It's hard to think
about playing music with anyone else, because in order to play with other
people, you have to be able to surrender so many of your ego defenses and
leave yourself wide open and vulnerable. It's a lot like making love. You
can't do it with j�st anyone and still have it mean something.
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Now We Are 21

■
■

The Complicated History of the Concept of the
Nobody in the Mr. T Experience is really 21, though not too long
ago they could say that their ages averaged out to that number (thanks to
drummer Alex, still in high school as of this writing).But metaphorically,
sure•.. 21 is the perfect age for this band. Not all the way grown up, but
getting to that point in life where you look around and start thinking,
"Whoa, this stuff is getting serious."

Now we are21
Now we have to get things done
We can't watch Brady Bunch
We can't eat Captain Crunch
Aarrrghh!!!

"NowWeAre21 "leads offthe newMr.T album,NightShiftAtThe

Thrill Factory. It's their second LP; the first, Everyone's Entitled To Their
Own Opinion, was a self-produced and thoroughly homemade affair that

still managed to get played on college radio all over the country and even
managed to make it onto a few mainstream stations. The new record has
already sold out its first pressing, this summer the band heads out on its first
national tour (international if you count Canada), and suddenly what
started out as just a lot of fun is getting a little bit, well, serious.
For their first year or two, the Mr.T Experience had an undeserved
reputation of being more or less a joke band. which isn't surprising
considering the band's name, not to mention songs like that seemed to rely
for their inspiration on 70s sitcoms like The Brady Bunch and The
Partridge Family. In fact, in an early interview vocalist/guitarist "Dr."
Frank Portman declared that he had learned everything he knew about
family life and being in a band from those shows.
The Mr.T live show would reinforce the impression that these guys
aren't a bunch of intellectual heavyweights. Every song is introduced as,
"This song is about a girl," except for the two or three that are about cows.
In between: songs, guitarist (and occasional lead singer) Jon Von regales
the audience with a selection of jokes that read like outtakes from a Ronald
Reagan script. Byron (bass) stares straight ahead in a catatonic trance
(although he has been seen to nod his head once or twice, while Alex
�sernbles the arche�al crazed drummer who has to be kept chained up
m the basement until JUSt before showtime.
In reality,the Mr. TExperience are (though they may never forgive
me for revealing this) closet intellectuals,and even, in the case of Dr. Frank,
philosophers. Not that it necessarily proves anything, but three out of the
four are college graduates. Sure, college boys who can play guitar are a

dime a dozen these days, but you don't get out a place like MIT (Jon Von)
or the University of California at Berkeley (Dr. Frank) without some sort
of smarts.
With credentials like that there was no way those two boys were
going to hide their braininess, but they tried to keep up the dumb rock 'n'
roller image at the expense of the other two members. Byron has always
been portrayed as a Zorg-like character who made his living carving up
cows with a chainsaw down at the slaughterhouse. 'They always circulate
these weird stories about me. I'm supposed to be the rough and tough one,••
says the soft-spoken bassist. In reality,the closest he got to hacking updead
meat was the deli where he worked while putting himself through college
(history, specializing in the Balkan states).
Alex comes closest to a traditional rock 'n' roll lifestyle ("Call him
around noon," Frank advised me,"any earlier he'll still be asleep; any later
and he '11 be drunk. "), and hasn't allowed annoying details like high school
to interft:re �ith th�t. Alexj_oined the band when he was 15, but like many
people didn t take 1t too seriously at first. Back then he was putting most
ofhis energy into dying his hair black, taking drugs,and playing in a gothic
death rock combo by the name of Scarlet Macabre.
But evenAlex sees things a bit differently these days; he will admit
to °7Casionally being happy, though he balked at the word "positive," and
havmg somehow managed as of this month to graduate from high school,
is planning on starting college himself next fall (when pressed on the nature
of his intellectual pursuits, though, he reverts to form: " ... parties, girls,
getting drunk...").
Anyway,it all started way back when... well,Frank andByron got
together about1979,in a band called theBentNails. They werebothinhigh
school then,and the two highlights of theBentNails• career were probably
playing at an all-girl slumber party and appearing on the Maximum
Rocknroll double LP compilationNot So Quiet On The Western Front. The
Bent Nails
d i s i n t e
grated when
one of the
members
joined a reli
gious cult,
but Frank
and Byron
kept in touch
and played
together
whenever
they could,
even after
Frank went
off to school
at Berkeley.
Meanwhile,
Jon Von was
finishing his
computer
studies at
MIT, where
he was also
playing in a
semi-serious
band called
the Sacred
Cows. After
graduation
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he ended up working in Berkeley, and he and Frank met at the campus radio
station, KALX, where they were both DJs (Frank was already experienc
ing some in-house success there with his self-produced rap version of Dr.
Seuss' classicGreenEggs andHam). Alex was a high school
classmate of Frank's younger brother, and suddenly all the
pieces were in place.
This was the swnmer of 1985; after a few months'
practice, the band had their first show sometime that fall. At
that time the Bay Area scene was headed into a slow period;
most of the traditional places for shows were experiencing
difficulties and/or closing down. One place that was still
going was the Club Foot, a tiny storefront inSan Francisco's
Hunter's Point district. For some reason the police didn't
seem to care what went on there, and there were few neigh
bors to complain about noise. There were occasional gigs at
the once-legendary Mabuhay, and the usual parties, but
during that first year most of Mr. T's energy went into getting
a record together.
Everyone's Entitled To Their Own Opinion was
recorded in 15 1/2 hours in July of 1986, and even before its
release that fall the band was getting heavy airplay on KALX
(Frank and Jon were pretty scrupulous aboutnotplaying their
own music on the air, but they couldn't stop their fellow DJs
from doing it. Not that they tried very hard). KALX is a
pretty influential station in the college radio world, so when
the MTX LP hit number one for several months running, it
gained a lot of notice from stations around the country.
So the KALX connection gave Mr.T a foot in the
door, but it wouldn't have done them much good if they
didn't have the music to back it up. But the first LP was a
classic, full of great songs in the pop-punk Ramones-type
mold. Short on chords and long on melody, they worked
themselves into your brain and wouldn't go away. There was
one overtly political number, "Marine Recruiter," and a
couple semi-tragic love songs (like the haunting yet slightly
bemused "Disconnection": My old girlfriend just went insane; disconnec
tion in her brain), but the songs that got the most airplay were one about
Danny Partridge getting busted for cocaine and a somewhat leering tribute
to Pandoras lead singer Paula Pierce.
Then there was "The Empty Experience" ( Empty=M.T. Get it?),
which represented the band's first overt venture into philosophical realms,
with its existential musings on the fundamental vacuity of America's
cultural iconography. Witness couplets like:
I want to be real cool I don't want to follow schedules
I want to eat my tv set I want to smell like aqua net
and:

Thought I loved you yesterday but it was just a tv tray
I want to meet the aspirin lady I want to talk with Peter Brady

and finally winding up with:

I want to be a celebrity I want to be like Mr. T
Won't let people fuck with me every night on 1V
I want to be like Mr. T
So the band had found its raison d'etre, and the theme of philo

sophical inquiry and reflection would be pursued much further on their
second album. On the surface it might seem that they were continuing to
mine the pop vein, with lighthearted love songs like "Slagbag" (That girl
is fucking crazy; she's so god damn amazing) and "Velveeta" (Sugar

coated girlfriends don't mean anything to me. This song's about a girl
who's soft and warm and cheap), but beneath the fluffy, apparently
insubstantial lyrics there was a current of deep rumination.

Take for example Jon Von's musical musings on the timeless
question "What Is Punk?" Is it merely a sarcastic novelty song? Or .a
metaphorical approach to a metaphysical dilemma? And surely you can

an early club foot show
not dismiss the profoundly nihilistic "A Mind Is A Terrible Thing" as just
another joke song. Ditto for "A Zillion Years," with its stunning glimpse
of the entropy which ultimately enfolds us.
But the philosophical centerpiece of Night Shift At The Thrill
Factory is undeniably Dr. Frank's graduate thesis set to music, 'The
History Of The Concept Of The Soul." In less than two minutes, and to a
driving rock and roll beat, he sums up not only everything that he learned
in college, but a well-encapsulated version of the essence of western civi
lization. It is in fact quite conceivable that young people who buy the new
Mr.T record could, after listening to this one song, abandon their formal
education secure in the knowledge that they already possessed the answers
to the truly important questions posed by life. Everything else: merely
details.
Naturally the Mr.T Experience don't recommend that you drop out
of school and devote your life to listening to rock and roll, unless of course
you find that annoying details like homework and classes happen to
interfere with your ability to attend their shows and listen to their records.
After all, one of the most important lessons in anyone's education is
learning establish priorities. If, however, you do find time to continue
attending classes on occasion, you would be doing both your teachers and
fellow classmates a great service by bringing your Mr. T records (and don't
forget the lyric sheets) to school with you to supplement the normally
inadequate resource materials generally supplied by the board of educa
tion. In the words of the great English philosopher Eric Burdon, '1t will be
worth it, if not for the sake of this song, but for the sake of your own peace
of mind."
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Around the World With
Well, maybe not exactly around the world, but for a band that played
their first show only slightly more than a year ago, Operation Ivy have
covered quite a bit of ground. All four of the band members seem a little
dazzled by what's happened in the last twelve months: the cover of
Maximum Rocknroll, a successful record, an equally successful tour of the
United States, and before summer's over, they should have finished their
first LP.
Although their friends like to tease them about becoming •rock
stars," (there's a trend among East Bay bands to totally rag on each other,
something OP IV hasn't been totally innocent of; they engraved the
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messages Cnmpshnne eat shit" and "lsocracy eat shit" into the vinyl on
their 7" record that came out last winter), Operation Ivy don't seem to have
fallen into that syndrome just yet. For one thing, they still don't have any
·noney, which is just about where they were before all this success
happened to them. And you can still find them hanging out like they always
have, at the Gilman Street Project, on the streets of Berkeley, at singer
�sse·s humble West Oakland abode, nicknamed (by some) "The Ashtray•
.v•ause of the people who gather there to drink "hell of coffee• and smoke
"h,,11 of cigarettes."
If you're not from the East Bay (that means across the bridge from
San Francisco for you way foreign people), that might sound like a strange
way of speaking, but just as there's a unique style of music coming out of
the East Bay these days, there are some interesting things happening to the
English language. ("Dude, you're hell of capping on me," I can hear Jesse
saying right about now.) Jesse is one of the people who is best known for
coming up with new and bizarre phrases; one of my new favorites that I've
heard attributed to him is "Quit harshing on my mellow."
(Prediction: by the time this zine has been out for one hour, at least
three or four people will have come up to me and claim that they invented
that saying and Jesse ripped it off from them.)
But Jesse's way with words comes out in his lyrics, too. Maybe one
o! the reasons he feels free to try unusual combinations and associations
in his songwriting is that he's mostly self-taught; he dropped out of school
in the tenth grade, and claims he didn't pay much attention to what was being
taught there when he did go. You might be able to guess that from reading
his lyrics; there are a lot of misspelled words, and some of what your English
teacher might call "bad grammar:
But there's also a good bit of what comes dangerously close to
qualifying as p�try. even if Jesse will roll his eyes in strange directions if
you use that word in his presence. Whatever you call it, it's not standard
punk rock fare.· No songs about eviscerating Reagan, not a word about

anarchy, not even anything about "the scene." What there is emotion, right
from the heart, and a thoughtful, yet visceral reaction to the kinds of realities
that slap in you in the face every time you come up against what your fellow
humans seem to like to do to one another.
It's political, though not in the normal sense: "I'm not going to write
a song, for example, about what kind of economic program the FMLN
should have for El Salvador," says Jesse. "Instead I'd be more likely to write
about what makes people treat each other so brutally."
One day I saw a man asleep
In a doo,way on the street
Through walls of sheltered inhibition
I perceived his condition
Dying of hunger and exposure
Food and shelter two blocks over
Within this place we breed and dwell
We've created living hell
Sleep long sleep well
Only to awake in hell
Notthe cheeriest subject matter, is it? But the strange thing is, if you
.
didn't know what the song was about (and if you were seeing OP IV live for
the first time, you'd have to have some amazing ears to pick any words out
o: the rapid-fire barrage Jesse unleashes), you might think it was the
happiest song in the
wor1d. It's way melodic,
so much so that you'll
probably leave the show
humming it or one of the
other songs. And a typi
cal sight at an OP IV show
is what seems like half the
audience up on stage
singing the words all
along with the band. It's a
strange combination: re
ally serious subject mat
ter and really happy mu
sic. But it works.
"I'm basically a
happy person; says gui
tarist Lint, •so I write
happy songs."
Lint?
What kind of name is
that? Jf you want to prove
you're not some kind of
nouveau poseur, you can
tell people that you re
member when Lint was
named Tim and had hair.
It couldn't be much more
than a year ago, 6ut it's
hard to even visualize
now. The Lint personality
has emerged full force. I
even see Lint clones
coming out of the sub- '
urbs.
"He's a puppy dog.· "He has a floppy sort of charisma.· "When you
see him, you just want to pet him.• These are descriptions that some of Lint's
friends and fans give of him, though he'll he probably be growling when he
sees them in print. But in addition to being everyone's favorite cuddly
animal, Lint has a way with music that's every bit as unique and character
istic as Jesse's way with words. Nothing fancy; three chords are usually'
enough, and on one of the band's most popular songs, "Hedgecore," it's all
done with only two ("and Crimpshrine still can't play it," they can't resist
adding). Lint usually sticks to playing guitar with an energetic abandon that
has him airborne almost as much as earthbound during shows, but he did
write an introduction to one song ("Here We Go Again") that I especially like,
and that to me really sums up the Lint experience:
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It's not the ending it's the beginning
The ground is moist and it rained last night
Smells like smoke and it smells so clean
The sun is shining down like a friendly white light
Here we go again

But while Lint gets some amazing music out of what at first might

seem like some pretty fundamental stuff, there's no denying that there's at
least one major musical genius in this band, and that would have to be Matt,
the bass man. Again, it's simple and melodic, well melodic, yes, but not so
simple when you try to follow where he's going. Most punk rock bass players
(no, I don't know if Matt considers himself one) tend to play the same notes
as the guitarist, and Matt does thattoo, but he also manages to stick in most
of the other notes in between, and have it all come out sounding so smooth
that you couldn't even imagine that it was ever supposed to be any other
way. If you listen closely to where Matt's fingers are leading your ears, it's
easy to get lost in what he's doing; like just when you think you've got it
figured out what melody line he's playing, he's off in some totally other
direction. But Lint never seems surprised; he's right with him all the way.
The two of them have been playing together for years, and it shows. In fact,
Operation Ivy isn't the first band they've worked together in. For a couple
of years they played with Basic Radio, a Berkeley group that started out
doing pretty straight ahead ska, but eventually branched out into some
pretty diverse stuff, things like accordions... I don't know, I never saw them...
But did someone mention ska? That's the catchall classification that
OP IV often get lumped into, and they're not completely happy about it. Yes,
they do play some of the best punky type ska since the glory days of the
Specials, but that's only a part of what they do. It's just the easiest part to
hang a label on. But they consider themselves as much of a punk and
hardcore band as a ska band, even though they probably smile more than
they should if they want to convince people of that.
But there's one more member of OP IV who needs to be introduced.
Well, actually two. It may seem a little strange, but they have this guy called
Skin who doesn't actually play anything. No, he doesn't sing, either. He's
listed on the record as being in charge of irritating comments. He's good at
it, too. In fact, I just figured out why he's so important to the band. Because
if he wasn't around to say things like, "It'll never work," or "You guys really
sucked tonight,• OP IV might be such a happy band that they wouldn't even
be allowed inside punk rock places anymore. Some people think that Matt
does a good job of looking mean, too, but he's just funny that way; the
meaner he looks, the happier he really is. Go ahead, ask him.
But Skin has a brother named Dave, and Dave does play an
instrument called the drums, which even you nonmusical people must be
able to figure is a really important instrument in a band that's so rhythmic it
almost drives you crazy. But it's kind of tough to write a lot about Dave. Not
because he isn't a great drummer, because he is. Just about perfect for OP
IV, I would guess. But there's this thing about him that almost everyone
notices. He doesn't talk too much.
"I choose my words carefully," is his way of putting it. He didn't even
talk to the other guys in the band for the first couple of practices. At least
the way they tell it, they heard that he played drums and they needed a
drummer, so they just showed up at his house one day and started playing.
He's vague about where he learned to play drums, and who he played with
before, but he sure teamed somewhere. The worst problem he has is that
his drum set has a way of falling apart on stage. Which come to think of it
happens to Lint's guitar and Matt's bass and both of their amps. The amount
of money they've spent on all their equipment combined is probably less
than many less talented bands earn in a single night.
Which brings me to what I started out to write about, but somehow
got off the track of. I wanted to explain, and have the band explain, how they,
relatively unknown and with almost no money, were able to make a 10,000
mile tour of the United States playing shows that were mostly in small clubs
and basements and back yards, getting paid an average of $80 a gig, and
still come back to California no poorer than when they left. Anyone who's
been involved in the music business knows that most bands, even the
supposedly "alternative" ones, will cry and moan about how hard it is to go
on the road and how they just can't get enough money to make it worthwhile.

As OP IV meet with more success, they're naturally going to start
hearing themselves called names and made fun of by others who are maybe
a bit jealous. It goes with the territory. But one of the reasons they've had
the success they've had is because they were willing to put with conditions
that most "professional" musicians wouldn't. They're doing what they do
because they love it, and that's what makes them so great.
This may sound strange, but I'm kind of afraid that they'll be pissed
at me for writing all this stuff about them. I told them that I wanted to do a
story that would help other bands find out how you could go out on a
successful independent tour without going broke or getting ripped off or
taken advantage of. And I ended up writing something more like a love
letter. Well, I do love them. They make me feel good in a way that few bands
are able to do these days. And if you think I'm saying this stuff just because
I'm lucky enough to be working with them through our record label, then
you've got it way backwards. And for you bands who are waiting for the
advice about how to do a good tour/ record/ show/ whatever, here it is,
courtesy of me after I learned it from watching OP IV in action: do it for love
or don't waste your time.
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analyzed the world i was born into but i never could understand
knew i never wanted to grow up if that meant being a "man"
dominating strict competition is the meaning of our lives
stomping on the weak keeps us the winner of the battle in our minds
tensions in our lives that are attacking our minds
unite themselves together to make our consciousness blind
conditioned to self interest with emotions locked away
if that's what they call normal then i'd rather be insane
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